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The debate on whether renewable energy is here to stay has long been the topic of debate between
the sustainable energy lobby and the fossil fuel contingent. For a couple of decades it was an
interesting debate which usually concluded with RE being too costly and not competitive with
oil at average prices. However, we all know that when the price of oil was high, industry would
pursue the development of RE technologies – solar and wind, among others – only to lose
momentum again once the oil price dropped.
But that was then, this is now. Renewable energy technologies are thriving in a less than buoyant
crude oil price period. As RE costs have dropped considerably some technologies look like they
may, in the not-too-distant future, become more competitive than some fossil fuels developments.
Further, as RE technology continues to advance, clean energy – solar and wind especially – will
continue to give oil a run for its money. Supporting this assertion is recent analysis by Bloomberg
New Energy Finance who predicts that the cost of solar and wind will continue to drop. The
analysis estimates solar costs will decline by 66% between now and 2020, while they estimate wind generation will drop 47%
during that same time frame, with offshore wind farms dropping 71%.
So as cliché as it may sound, the future looks bright for our industry!
Inside this issue be sure to read up on all the latest developments out of Ethiopia and Kenya, two RE powerhouses. Also inside,
hybrid projects feature in the technology section, while you can find plenty of updates on the solar industry throughout. As
always your comments and suggestions are welcome and can be sent to info@AE-Africa.com.

Dianne Sutherland

Publisher
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Local Impact
By Energy 4 Impact

WIRE

Women Integration into Renewable Energy Value Chains
Vital lessons have been learned from the recently concluded recruitment of female entrepreneurs into Energy 4 Impact’s
Women Integration into Renewable Energy (WIRE) Value Chains project in Kenya and Tanzania.

T

hese lessons will have a large influence on the implementation
of the two-year US State Department funded project, which
aims to support women in the rural areas of the two countries
by providing them with business and technology training and mentorship,
and support to access financing and market opportunities.

Energy 4 Impact is well experienced in mobilizing micro entrepreneurs
in rural parts of East Africa and their local mentors have a deep
understanding of the regions they work in. They mapped the local
areas by identifying market centers and the renewable energy activity
dominant in each area. They reached out to community leaders and
groups, and local government institutions for introductions to new
entrepreneurs.

Background
WIRE forms part of the Partnership on Women’s Entrepreneurship in
Renewables (wPOWER), an initiative by the US Department of State
to empower women entrepreneurs across East Africa, Nigeria and India
to deliver access to clean energy. WIRE and wPOWER will support
entrepreneurs that produce, manufacture, import, distribute, promote,
supply or retail improved cookstoves, briquettes, biogas and solar
products, such as lanterns and solar home systems, to develop and
strengthen their entrepreneurial skills.

506 women enterprises were identified, and after vetting based on
how much they could benefit from the project, 466 were selected.
During the design of the project Energy 4 Impact had proposed a
number of interventions in support of the entrepreneurs based on
assumptions from previous experiences working in the sector. Upon
conclusion of the recruitment, these assumptions were revisited and
their validity reassessed. What followed was a number of suggestions
to improve entrepreneur support during the implementation phase of
the project, based on a number of lessons learned.

About the Recruitment
A mobilization exercise was conducted at the beginning of the project
in November 2016, over a period of four months to recruit a pool
of suitable energy entrepreneurs.

Five lessons from the recruitment, which have influenced the
project’s support strategies
1. The length of time an enterprise has been in business impacts on
their capacity for growth and hence, the type of support they
require. In Tanzania, 53% of the recruited enterprises have been in
business for less than five years. Younger business people benefit from
meeting with more experienced entrepreneurs to learn from them, be
inspired and boost their confidence. Energy 4 Impact decided to
increase the role of experienced and successful entrepreneurs in
the project to provide more support to younger enterprises.
“In implementing the project, we will make use of experienced

Energy 4 Impact engaged with wPOWER Hub and other partners,
including The Green Belt Movement (GBM) and Solar Sister to
strengthen coordination and create synergies between existing
initiatives in the same space to avoid duplication of work and bring
together resources for a more significant and efficient impact.

Images courtesy of wPOWER

In order to maximize the project’s impact a decision was made to
recruit new entrepreneurs who had not benefitted from previous
interventions by any of the partners.
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entrepreneurs in workshops to inspire newer businesses as well as
impart skills and knowledge,” says Godfrey Sanga, Project Manager,
Energy 4 Impact.
Of the entrepreneurs, 2. 65% have no education or only at the primary
level. This suggests that the entrepreneur’s skills in record keeping
would be lower than expected as they have not learned the requisite
skills at school. Mentoring activities have been altered to assess
entrepreneur skills and subsequently provide more support to
entrepreneurs on bookkeeping as required. In addition, extra time will
be devoted to the topic in workshops.
3. There are few enterprises engaged in briquette manufacture or the
selling of solar products. This indicates a greater lack of knowledge
and skills in the technology, and limited market opportunities than
anticipated. This calls for interventions specifically designed to
support entrepreneurs to overcome the barriers to expansion into
these technologies. “The lack of solar businesses highlighted the need
to encourage diversification of services offered through
demonstrating new technologies to entrepreneurs. The WIRE project
will do more work with these women to increase their knowledge and
skills in solar technology and regulations and help them to acquire
certifications and permits that are necessary for their businesses’
growth,” explains Godfrey.
4. The recruitment exercise revealed that the majority of the businesses
are individually owned but in many cases involve members of the same
family, particularly a husband and wife, who share different roles in
the business. It therefore became increasingly important for the project

to ensure that sufficient time was spent on gender sensitization with
the entrepreneurs to challenge stereotypes and promote equality of
access to resources, decision making, etc. “Given how the small family
businesses are owned and operate, we will engage both women and
men in the project by ensuring that women are able to make sound
decisions for the business together with their partners. The energy
products value chain involves both men and women and for successful
delivery of the products to the markets it is extremely important that
both are involved,” says Godfrey.
5. Although only 100 entrepreneurs have a bank account, 162 have
accessed credit facilities. This highlighted the important role that nonbank financial institutions such as savings and cooperative societies,
play in rural communities. Going forward, project activities will
increasingly focus on these sources of credit for entrepreneurs, rather
than banks, which generally have prohibitive lending conditions and
a lengthy application process. “During implementation we will do
further assessment of the financing needs and provide support to
entrepreneurs to enable them to access the finances they require. We
will support enterprises when appropriate to approach the financial
institutions, open a bank account and apply for loans where viable,”
says Godfrey.
From our experiences recruiting for the WIRE project it is clear how
important it is for implementers to have an open mind and challenge
the assumptions made during the design phase as new information
becomes available. This will enable projects to have the greatest impact
on the beneficiaries it supports while improving the assumptions for
the design of future projects.

African Politics
Bouteflika Warns
of Tough Times to Come
During his speech to Algerians on
Independence Day, President Abdelaziz
Bouteflika warned the country’s citizens of
tough times to come. The president urged
the Algerian people to prepare for the pinch
of economic reality as the state will cut
vital subsidies and increase taxes as its oil
coffers dwindle.
In his speech Bouteflika blamed the country’s
current economic crisis on external factors
triggering a “severe decrease” of revenues and
necessitating “reforms” that should “be
accepted by citizens.” The government has
been warned by many economists and experts
over the past 18 years that it would need to
diversify its economy away from its reliance
on crude revenues.

Source: UN

The government’s appropriations bill for 2017
has been calculated on an oil price of $50 per
barrel, while the IMF estimates that Algeria
needs a barrel price of $110 to maintain macroeconomic balance. Economic analysts warn
of an upcoming budget crisis if oil prices
remain at the current levels.
Bouteflika and
his regime have
embarked upon a
number
of
projects that are
deemed by some
as a waste of
Abdelaziz Bouteflika
government
funds, while others have fallen to the wayside
under the weight of corruption. Projects like
the East-West Highway, which originally
allocated a budget of $6 billion have been so
plagued by graft that the price tag has more
than doubled to $15 billion, making it mile for
mile the most expensive road in the world.
Then there is the squandering of resources on
pie in the sky items like the Bouteflika
mosque, which has a $1.4 billion price tag.
The mosque, which will have a capacity for
250,000 worshippers and will host the tallest
minaret in the world, has diverted funds away
from the much needed health care and social
services sectors.
While the country did not experience the Arab
Spring that its neighbors did, the austerity
program, continued unemployed youth,
languishing oil prices, regional turmoil and
latent militant groups could bring serious social
consequences to Algeria.
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Violence Erupts After Kenyan Election
Violence erupted in Kenya following the
announcement of the country’s election results.
Raila Odinga, the Kenyan opposition leader
rejected the results released in the August 8
election in which the election commission
confirmed that incumbent Uhuru Kenyatta had
won another term.
According to reports out of the East African
country, the police killed at least 11 people
during their crackdown on protestors. The men
were killed during a police anti-looting
operation. Police also fired on protesters in
neighborhoods loyal to Odinga. The
government said that the troubles are localized
and blamed them on “criminal elements”, while
the opposition claimed the violence was
widespread and more than 100 people had
been killed.

While the Igbo leaders shot down the secession,
a pro-secessionist group says it will press ahead
with its campaign which can only lead to more
violence for Nigeria. In the past two years
security forces have killed more than 150
people in their attempt to end pro-independence
protests. The campaign has also fueled tensions
in northern Nigeria, where some youth groups
have retaliated by threatening to expel Igbos
who live there.

Obiang on Trial in Absentia in Paris
Teodorin Obiang, the eldest son of Equatorial
Guinea’s president, went on trial in Paris in
absentia on June 26. Obiang is on trial in the
French capital on charges of using money
plundered from his country to buy Parisian
luxury properties and exotic cars.

Igbo Leaders Against Secession
Leaders in Nigeria’s south-east met to discuss
calls for secession by pro-Biafrans. At an
expanded meeting, the Igbo leaders rejected
calls for the formation of the breakaway
state of Biafra to be created for their
ethnic group in the south-east. Instead the
leaders called for a united Nigeria where
“peace, love, fairness, justice, equity and
equality of opportunity are paramount
regardless of creed, ethnicity, gender, or
political affiliation.”
In a statement issued at the end of the meeting,
the Igbo leaders also backed calls for
restructuring of the country on the basis of
fairness and equity. The intervention by the
Igbo leaders is seen as a bid to defuse tensions
that have been steadily escalating between
communities in the region.
“Igbo leaders lend their full support to the
restructuring of the Federal Republic of Nigeria
on the basis of fairness and equity. We therefore
call on the Federal Government and all Nigerian
leaders to commence a process of dialogue
among Nigerians on the modalities of achieving
this pressing question within a reasonable
frame time.”
The leaders further called for the
implementation of the 2014 National
Conference recommendations. “Ndigbo
support the report of the National Conference
of 2014 and urge the Federal Government to
set up structures that will enable the
implementation of same within a reasonable
time,” the communiqué read.

Teodorin Obiang

Obiang, who is also vice president of the West
African nation, denies charges of laundering
embezzled public funds. If he is found guilty
he could be sentenced to 10 years in jail and
significant fines.
Obiang was already put on trial in January but
the case, which has been 10 years in the
works, was postponed after his lawyers argued
their client had not had enough time to prepare
his defense.

At Least 12 Dead
in Cameroon Suicide Attack
At least 15 people were killed in the
Cameroonian town of Waza by two suicide
bombers. The attack was carried out by
three women who walked into a busy area in
the center of Waza, which is located five
miles from the Nigerian border. The first
bomber set off the deadly explosion
while another would-be bomber was stopped
by security before she could detonate hers.
A third female suspect was at large, according
to reports.
Officials in the country said that over 40 people
were wounded in the blasts, with the most
seriously wounded being flown to nearby
hospitals.

View news items in their entirety at www.AE-Africa.com

nda Inaugurated

No group claimed responsibility for the
attack, but the region has been a frequent target
of Boko Haram militants in their eight-year
bid to carve out an Islamic caliphate
beyond Nigeria.

Kenya Opposition
to Take Results to Court
Kenya opposition leader Raila Odinga, plans
to take the results from the presidential election
to court. “This is just the beginning, we will
not accept and move on,” he told reporters in
the capital Nairobi.
For its part, the government had been shutting
down rights groups who raised concerns over
the election results. In a letter seen by Reuters,
acting Interior Minister Fred Matiang’i
instructed Fazul Mohamed, head of the nongovernment organization coordination board,

to suspend action against the organizations for
up to 90 days while talks with the government
are held.
While the government suspended that order,
the suspension did not come until after police
and tax authorities raided the Africa Center
for Open Governance (AfriCOG), one of the
organizations that has regularly highlighted
problems with preparations for the vote.

Africa’s Rankings
in O&G Resource Governance
In the recently released 2017 Resource
Governance Index (RGI) put out by the Natural
Resource Governance Institute (NRGI), it was
revealed that Nigeria ranked 55 out of 81
resource-rich countries in the governance
of natural resources. According to the
NRGI report, licensing remains the weakest

link in Nigeria’s oil and gas value chain, coming
in at 77th place in licensing assessments.
The report also said Nigeria’s Excess Crude
Account tied for the world’s most poorly
governed sovereign wealth fund.
Nigeria was not alone in the bottom half of
the chart when it comes to governance on the
continent, 21 African nations in the
resource report came in below the top 50 of
the 81 resource-rich countries reported on.
Ghana came in with the best ranking from
Africa on the NRGI’s chart at 13 for oil and
gas, followed by Tunisia for oil and gas at 26.
Africa’s worst ranking in oil and gas
governance came from Libya at 87 (some
countries were ranked twice, once for minerals
and once for petroleum, hence the 87 in an
81-country survey).

Africa Beat

Source: DFID

DFID and Moving Energy are backing clean energy projects to boost
health and enterprise in the Kakuma refugee camp. Refugees in Kenya’s
Kakuma refugee camp, home to over 160,000 people, will benefit from
greater access to affordable, clean energy for domestic use and to power
‘microbusinesses’ in camps, according to a statement issued by the
Moving Energy Initiative consortium.
The projects include a solarpowered ICT and learning hub
in the camp and health clinics
serving refugees and the host
community shifting from
diesel to solar power. The
projects are anticipated to
show that renewable energy
technologies can save money that can instead be reinvested in other
vital services.
Under the initiative Kube Energy will install solar systems at two
primary health care clinics operated by the International Rescue
Committee (IRC) in Kakuma camp. These systems will enable IRC to
reduce fossil fuel consumption by approximately 54,000 liters annually
generating significant cost savings that will be reinvested in other vital
services across Kakuma. The project will train local hospital staff on
installing and maintaining the solar system and explore the possibility
of connecting local businesses to the power supply.
The other project will see Crown Agents build a solar powered ICT
and learning hub for the displaced community living within Kakuma
Refugee Camp and its host community which will be used for skills
training and provide additional commercial services and opportunities
for local entrepreneurs. The project will also explore opportunities to
use the Learning Hub as a location for selling pay-as-you-go (PAYG)
solar home systems to local residents.
The project will be implemented over the next 12 months during which
tangible reductions in CO2 emissions, increased access to services and
livelihood opportunities will be monitored. The project aims to spur
a ‘demonstration effect’ encouraging others in the sector to shift towards
sustainable energy and increased energy access in displacement contexts.

Ghana Lottery Goes Solar
The Ghanaian National Lottery Authority (NLA) plans to provide about
30,000 innovative solar kiosks nationwide for its agents. The solar
kiosks are part of the NLAs efforts to modernize its operations. The
new, innovative kiosks could be used for mobile money transfers and
utility payments, among other transactions.
The Director-General of the NLA, Kofi Osei-Ameyaw, at a stakeholders
forum in Accra, said the move was aimed at modernizing the lottery
in Ghana and cushioning NLA’s agents across the country.

ACWA to Build Three PV Plants in Egypt
ACWA Power will build three solar PV power plants in the Aswan
Province of Egypt. All three of the solar PV power plants will be built
in Benban. The plants will fall under a Power Purchase Agreement
ACWA signed with the government under the second round of the
government’s Feed-in-Tariff (FiT) program.
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ACWA expects to begin construction during Q4 and begin operations
in 2018. Upon completion, the company is projecting that the solar
facilities will produce 165.5 MW. Under the terms of the agreement,
ACWA is responsible for funding, constructing, and operating the
facilities. The project is estimated to cost $190 million.

Angola Opens Cambambe 2 Hydropower Plant
Angola’s vice president, Manuel Domingos Vicente, officially opened
the Cambambe 2 hydropower plant. Voith was the project’s key partner
and was responsible for the supply and installation of the turbines,
generators, control technology and associated electromechanical systems.
The order volume for Voith amounted to more than €100 million.
The new Cambambe 2 hydropower plant has four generator-turbine
units with a total installed capacity of 700 MW. In future, the plant,
located on the Kwanza river, will generate electricity for up to eight
million Angolan residents.

Source: Voith

Clean Energy for Kakuma Refugee Camp

The new hydropower facility was installed next to the existing
Cambambe 1 plant, which has been in operation since 1962 and was
extensively upgraded by Voith between 2008 and 2012. Voith was able
to increase the power plant output by around 40% to 260 MW, which
is higher than the contractually agreed level. Due to its positive
experience with this project, the state energy utility and plant operator
Empresa Nacional de Electricidade de Angola (ENE) again opted to
work with Voith to supply the electromechanical equipment for the
new Cambambe 2 power plant.
“Our strategy of offering the customer an integrated approach, and our
outstanding work on the Cambambe 1 project, were the deciding factors
in the company’s decision to choose Voith as the key supplier for
Cambambe 2. An attractive, tailored financing package and our solid
technical approach, as well as the timely fulfillment of our obligations,
also had considerable influence on this decision,” said Patric Kiehlmann,
Project Manager for Cambambe at Voith Hydro.

Gigawatt Global Lights Up Burundian City
Gigawatt Global expanded its green energy offerings in Africa with
solar powered ‘light islands’ in Burundi. Through a partnership between
the mayor of Bujumbura, Freddy Mbonimpa, and Gigawatt Global the
solar-powered ‘light islands’ began appearing in the heavily-trafficked
central bus station and nearby marketplace, extending commercial
hours and personal safety.
“The city of Bujumbura is very pleased to be working with Gigawatt
Global on this important solar street lighting project,” said the Mayor
Mbonimpa. “This project will enhance security as well as provide
opportunities for economic development to the citizens of Bujumbura.
It is the hope and wish of all involved that this project can spread
throughout the city, as well as expand to other cities in Burundi within
the near future.”

View news items in their entirety at www.AE-Africa.com

Gigawatt Global is now in discussions to scale the solar-powered ‘light
islands’ program throughout the city and in other major Burundian
towns. “We are grateful and pleased to work with the city of Bujumbura,
and the Honorable Mayor Freddy Mbonimpa to realize this important
first step of the solar street lighting project,” said Michael Fichtenberg,
Managing Director of Gigawatt Global Burundi. “We intend to expand
throughout the capital and to other locations as part of our larger
program of green electrification in Burundi, with 40 ‘light islands’
planned in the first phase of the program,” Fichtenberg continued.
“Every country in which we develop commercial scale solar fields will
receive additional benefits like these ‘light islands’ and rural
electrification with mini-grids.”
The ‘light islands’ project in Bujumbura is produced by a team that
includes local members Patrick Nzintunga, Gigawatt Global Regional
Coordinator, and Deo Hugere, Gigawatt Global Engineer. The
engineering, procurement, and construction components of this project
are being carried out by Asantys System. The pilot program is supported
by the Energy & Environmental Partnership (EEP), an initiative of the
governments of the UK, Austria and Finland, and with an impact
investment from entrepreneur Alex Goldberg.
Similar projects are currently being developed in 10 African countries,
including Liberia and South Sudan, among many others.

Burkina Faso’s Zagtouli PV Plant at 90%
Burkina Faso’s Ministry of Energy announced that the rate of
achievement at its Zagtouli PV plant has reached 90%, and that the
installations will come into service “very soon.”
Located in Zagtouli, on the outskirts of Ouagadougou, the facility will
comprise 129,600 panels of 260 Wp and will generate 33.7 MW to
meet 10% of the current demand of the national distribution network.
It will be one of the largest solar power plants in sub-Saharan Africa.
Its total cost is $78 million, and its main investors are the European
Investment Bank, the French Development Agency and the EU.

Kengen Awards Geothermal Contract
KenGen, the Kenyan utility firm, awarded the contract to construct a
61-MW geothermal power plant to a Sino-Kenyan consortium consisting
of Yantai Jereh Petroleum Equipment & Technologies and the Kenyan
H-Young & Company. Under the contract, the consortium will carry
out the design, procurement and construction of the project which will
be located in Olkaria in Kenya’s Great Rift Valley.
Financing for the project will come from the Industrial and
Commercial Bank of China and the Kenyan branch of Standard Bank
of South Africa.
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Y’ello Box Powers Nigeria

Coca Cola Scales-Up Solar Kiosks in Kenya

Nigeria is pioneering a new solar electricity service, the Y’ello Box.
The technology is a solar electricity system that officially launched
earlier this year and allows families and business owners to harness
the power of the sun cheaply and efficiently. In homes, clinics, schools
and businesses across Nigeria, people are running fans, charging phones,
watching TVs and lighting rooms, all using affordable, reliable, clean
electricity. The Y’ello Box is already powering the lives and businesses
of more than 100,000 Nigerians.

Coca Cola Company rolled out a project in Kenya for the distribution
of solar panels to operators of the firm’s soft drink kiosks. This project
will see owners of Coca Cola kiosks enjoy access to clean, affordable
energy to power small scale needs like light, phone and radio charging.

Designed and operated by Lumos Mobile Electricity Service, the Y’ello
Box provides electricity to customers 24 hours a day, which people
pay for using their MTN mobile phone.

“The project is
being scaled up
in the next 12
months to an
estimated 2,000
small scale
businesses in
Nairobi and its
environs,” Pech
said during the
launch, which is
in partnership with One Degree Solar. As a company, we value
partnerships that impact positively on the lives of our customers and
business partners, and that’s why we believe this project with One
Degree Solar will go a long way in helping retailers and kiosk owners
extend their operating hours, reduce their operating costs, and experience
the numerous benefits of renewable energy,” Pech said.

Yuri Tsitrinbaum, CEO
of the Lumos Mobile
Electricity Service said:
“People don’t have
access to the power
they need. Fuel is very
expensive and other
services are unreliable.
The Y’ello Box saves
customers money all
while providing better and more reliable electricity. As Nigeria
modernizes, our demand for power increases. It’s time we did more
to harness the power of the sun. That is why the Y’ello Box is changing
so many lives. It is affordable, it is reliable and paying by mobile phone
makes it easy.”
“Lumos is growing rapidly across Nigeria, as we invest more money,
create business opportunities for Nigerians and employ more and more
people. Equally important is the fact that the service is improving the
everyday operations of community centers like schools, health clinics
and religious institutions,” added Tsitrinbaum.

Botswana Qualifies Bidders for Solar Farm
The Botswana Power Corp. (BPC) prequalified 62 bidders from the
166 bids received under its expression of interest process for its
100-MW solar plant.
BPC recently advertised two solar opportunities for the
development of a 100-MW solar power plant as well as an expression
of interest for the development of hybrid networks for up to 20 rural
areas in Botswana.

STEG Launches Construction of PV Plant
Tunisia’s state-run utility, Tunisian Electricity and Gas Company
(STEG), launched the construction phase for its 10-MW solar PV plant
in the governorate of Tozeur. The infrastructure is being built by the
Italian firm Terni Energia.
The project is being financed through a subsidized loan of €12.5 million
with a five-year grace period from the German Development Bank
(KfW) under the Neighborhood Investment Facility (NIF) of the
European Union.
It is expected to support government efforts as part of its strategy to
reduce dependence on natural gas and secure its electricity supply.
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The Managing Director of Nairobi Bottlers Ltd., Patrick Pech, said the
project will have considerable social, environmental and
financial benefits.

Pech further said that the project will help light areas without electricity
and that they had adopted a power project that is affordable.
“Approximately half of the 1.3 billion people living without electricity
globally are in Africa,” Pech revealed adding that this was as a result
of increase in both energy and population, “the lag in provision of
electricity is expected to cause an increase in the number of people
without access to power in Africa.”
“Solar-charged Bright-box powers up four light bulbs and charges
several phones per day. It’s great to see the system lead to such
meaningful benefits for entrepreneurs and small business
owners,” Gaurav Manchanda, Founder of One Degree Solar said.
“With so many micro-enterprises and households without power in
Kenya, some of these kiosks have literally become beacons of light in
their communities.”

MTN Partners with Fenix in Zambia
African telecoms company, MTN, is extending its partnership with
energy and financial services firm Fenix International to launch payto-own solar home systems in Zambia. The Swedish Embassy in Zambia
is committing nearly $3 million to Fenix in Zambia between now and
2020, with USAID contributing an additional $750,000. The launch
in Zambia represents the first step in Fenix’s expansion across Africa
with their flagship product, Ready Pay Power, which provides off-grid
customers access to ultra-affordable solar power.
Fenix will extend its own proven model for making solar power
accessible and affordable, which has doubled the company’s Ugandan
customer base in just 12 months. With backing from the Swedish
Embassy and USAID, Fenix expects to reach 850,000 rural Zambians
by 2020.

Source: Coca Cola

Source: Lumos Global

Africa Beat

View news items in their entirety at www.AE-Africa.com

Funding from the Embassy of Sweden in Lusaka is provided as part
of the Power Africa: Beyond the Grid Fund Zambia (BGFZ) initiative.
This is managed by REEEP (the Renewable Energy and Energy
Efficiency Partnership). BGFZ aims to bring basic clean energy access
to 1 million Zambians and accelerate private sector growth in clean
energy generation and distribution in the country. USAID’s additional
$750,000 support is provided as part of its Scaling Off-Grid Energy:
Grand Challenge for Development, which aims to create up to
20 million new connections in off-grid communities across Africa.

Loeriesfontein Wind Farm
Makes Use of Mobile Transformer
The Loeriesfontein Wind Farm in South Africa’s Northern Cape has
been making use of a mobile transformer to allow for an early connection
to the grid for commissioning of the turbines, prior to the energization
of the Helios substation, which is the permanent grid connection.

The
Helios
s u b s t a t i o n
energization is on
track for August 15,
at which point the
Loeriesfontein Wind
Farm will be able to
commence with final
grid code testing
prior to commercial
operations.

Source: Mainstream Renewable Power

Ready Pay Power is an expandable solar home system designed to
provide power to households and small businesses that the grid has
failed to reach. Customers make instalments of as little as $0.20 per
day via MTN Mobile Money until they have paid in full. Fenix uses
these continuous micro-payments to generate a credit score, enabling
customers to access additional system upgrades or financial services.

CONCO is responsible for the electrical component of the balance of
plant works, including the engineering, procurement and construction
of the medium voltage collector system, substation, overhead line
connection and the temporary transformer.
The Loeriesfontein and Khobab Wind Farms are part of the South
African Government’s Round 3 REIPPPP and are managed both in
terms of construction and operations by Mainstream Renewable Power
South Africa. The Loeriesfontein and Khobab Wind Farms, are expected
to be operational by December 2017.

AfDB to Finance Solar Plant in Chad
“The mobile transformer will do two things, firstly, it will provide a
temporary supply to the project, to mitigate the risk that Eskom
transmission is delayed with energization of Helios. Secondly, it will
allow for early grid code testing of Loeriesfontein Wind Farm, which
will ultimately increase the chances of early operations, ahead of the
Commercial Operations Date.We have worked very closely with Eskom
to supply and operate the mobile transformer, which is typically used
by the utility to temporarily connect to substations during maintenance
or unplanned shutdowns to allow continued use of substations. Mobile
transformers are not normally used to connect Wind Farms to the
distribution system,” explained Kevin Foster, Country Construction
Manager for Mainstream Renewable Power.

The AfDB is financing the construction of a 32-MW solar power plant
in Chad’s capital city of N’Djamena. In addition to financing the
32-MW solar power plant, AfDB plans to support other projects such
as the electrical interconnection project between Chad and Cameroon,
and the rehabilitation of the current National Electricity Company
(SNE) plant.
AfDB’s Vice President for Power, Energy, Climate Change and Green
Growth, Amadou Hott, visited Chadian President Idriss Déby in early
July to discuss the financing modalities of the solar power plant. The
parties also discussed several other areas of cooperation between the
AfDB and Chad.
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Global Alternatives
ABB Wins $30Mil UK Wind Energy Integration Contract
ABB has won a $30 million order from Scottish
Power Renewables to supply two SVC Light®
Static Compensators (STATCOMs) that will
smooth out the voltage fluctuations that are
an inherent feature of intermittent wind energy.
They will increase power transfer capability,
improve power quality and enhance grid
stability, enabling more energy efficient and
reliable power supplies for millions of
consumers. The order was booked in the second
quarter of 2017.
The UK government has set a target to meet
15% of its energy needs from renewable
sources by 2020. Contributing to this goal, the
East Anglia ONE project is expected to
provide in total, 714 MW of renewable wind
energy from 102 wind turbines to meet the
needs of over 500,000 homes. The
offshore wind farm is located approximately

43 km off the Suffolk Coast in the southern
North Sea.

STATCOM system. These compact and low
weight transformers are ideal for this type of
application as they combine the functionality
of two transformers in one, while boosting
energy efficiency by significantly reducing the
total losses.

STATCOM is part of ABB’s family of FACTS
(Flexible Alternating Current Transmission
Systems) technologies that help reduce losses,
enhance the capacity and flexibility of power
transmission systems and contribute to more
efficient and reliable grids. As the technology
pioneer, ABB has delivered more than 800
FACTS installations around the world. Acting
as the brain of the STATCOM, is the ABB
Ability™ MACH system which monitors,
controls and protects the sophisticated
technology in the station, managing thousands
of operations to ensure power reliability and
efficiency.

“ABB’s advanced STATCOM and transformer
technologies will not only help stabilize voltage
fluctuations and enhance power capacity but
also improve the quality and reliability of
renewable wind energy supplies to millions
of people,” said Patrick Fragman, head of
ABB’s Grid Integration business, a part of the
company’s Power Grids division. “Renewables
and power quality are both key focus areas of
our next level strategy and such technology
solutions reinforce our position as a partner
of choice for enabling a stronger, smarter and
greener grid.”

Tw o a d v a n c e d A B B Tr a f o S t a r ™
Autotransformers will be incorporated in the

Tesla to Build ‘World’s Biggest Battery’ in South Australia
Tesla CEO Elon Musk was in Adelaide for
the announcement following his claim in
March that he could stabilize South
Australia’s energy supply in 100 days.
Source: Tesla

Tesla will build the world’s biggest lithium
ion battery to be installed at a wind farm in
South Australia before the end of the year. The
successful tender was announced in the South
Australian capital Adelaide as a partnership
between Tesla and French renewable energy
company Neoen for the 100MW/129MWh
battery at Neoen’s Hornsdale Wind Farm in
the state’s mid North.

The tech billionaire told reporters that the
Tesla Powerpack would be three times
as powerful as the next largest lithium
ion battery.

BOURBON Completes Installation for Floating Wind Turbine

The innovative mooring system using
synthetic mooring lines was designed and
developed by Ideol team. Significant resources,
including an Anchor Handling Tug Supply
(AHTS) vessel with a WROV, were
required for its installation conditioned by
high tensions. The project was successfully
delivered to ECN due to the
professionalism and great cooperation
between the teams.
Responsible for the overall management of
the project’s implementation, BOURBON
performed the engineering, the operations
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preparation and the execution of the mooring
system installation.
“The BOURBON team is extremely proud of
this successful operation, which confirms once
again our ability to deliver integrated projects,
our expertise in offshore engineering services
and our adaptability to demanding
environments for the entire energy sector,”
commented Patrick Belenfant, BOURBON’s
Senior Vice President Subsea Services.
“One of the FLOATGEN project challenges
was to install an innovative mooring system
that needs to meet the production conditions
criteria of the floating wind turbine. This
demonstrates the value of an experimental site
to test innovative technological
developments, their implementation and
project management when in production.
Competent and dedicated teams from

Source: BOURBON

In July, BOURBON completed the mooring
installation of the first floating wind turbine
in France for Ecole Centrale de Nantes (ECN)
as part of the European project FLOATGEN*
at the SEM-REV experimental test site, off Le
Croisic.

BOURBON, Ideol and Centrale Nantes have
highly contributed to the success of the
operation,” added Christian Berhault, Head of
SEM-REV at Centrale Nantes.
FLOATGEN is a wind turbine with concrete
float designed by Ideol and currently under
construction at Saint-Nazaire port by Bouygues
Travaux Publics. Its installation is scheduled
for the end of 2017 on the SEM-REV site.

View news items in their entirety at www.AE-Africa.com

Pöyry Awarded Hydropower Rehabilitation Project in Armenia
Energy Invest Holding has awarded Pöyry
with the engineering and consultancy services
assignment for the head works rehabilitation
project for the Dzora hydropower plant (HPP)
in Armenia.
Dzora HPP was built on the Dzoraget river
and has been operating since 1932. Pöyry will
prepare an inventory of the observed damages

to the concrete structures and
hydromechanical equipment, assess the reduced
operability or the expectable durability of the
hydro-scheme based on a risk analysis and
clarify the geological/geotechnical potential
causes for the damages in view of designing
proper countermeasures. “Delivering clean,
renewable energy projects in this region
further strengthens Pöyry’s position as one

of the world’s leading hydropower
engineering consultancies,” says Richard
Pinnock, President of Pöyry’s Energy
Business Group.
The value of the order is not disclosed. The
order will be recognized within the
Energy Business Group order stock in
H1 2017.

Combined Solar and Methane Power Plant for Australia
A combined solar and methane power plant in
South Australia is set to begin operating
in the near term. In what is believed to be an
Australian first, the plant will channel thermal
energy from solar panels and methane gas
from decomposed garbage through a shared
turbine inter-connector. A generator will then
convert the two sources of energy into
electricity to be fed into the South
Australian grid.
It is anticipated that the plant, managed
b y t h e N o r t h e r n A d e l a i d e Wa s t e
Management Authority (NAWMA), will

start exporting electricity as early
as September.
Chief Executive Adam Faulkner said the system
of combining solar and methane gas energy
production was a first in Australia. “It’s a twopronged attack for turning our trash into
treasure,” he said. “The novel part of this project
is the use of buffer land surrounding the landfill
site to build a solar power farm, which will
capture the thermal heat. Passing that thermal
energy through the same inter-connector as the
gas turbine has never been done before in
Australia, so it’s an exciting time.”

Gas produced from rotting garbage will act as
the plant’s base-load power, and will produce
about 11,000 mwh of electricity each year to
power about 1,800 homes. The site’s 5,000
sq- meter size solar panel farm is expected to
produce about 2,000 Mwh of electricity each
year, powering around 300 homes.
The project is a joint effort between NAWMA
and South Australian energy companies
Joule Energy and LMS Energy, who will
negotiate commercial contracts with the state’s
public power network to feed electricity
into the grid.
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Global Alternatives
Siemens Gamesa to Supply 752 MW in the Netherlands

The wind power plant will be located 22km
from the coast of the Dutch province of Zeeland
with water depths from 14-38 meters and will
cover an area of 128.3 sq km.
The nacelles for this project will be
assembled in Siemens Gamesa’s new factory
in Cuxhaven, Germany. The blades for the
Borssele 1 and 2 projects will be produced in
Hull, England.

move offshore wind into the energy mainstream
in Europe.”
Source: Siemens Gamesa

Siemens Gamesa and DONG Energy have
signed an agreement for the supply of
94 8-MW turbines (752 MW) at the
Borssele 1 and 2 offshore wind power plant
being developed in Dutch waters. The
contract additionally includes maintenance of
the turbines.

Michael Hannibal, CEO Offshore at Siemens
Gamesa, says: “We are pleased that DONG
Energy has selected Siemens Gamesa for the
Borssele 1 and 2 offshore wind power plant
in the Dutch part of the North Sea. The
advanced model of our proven direct drive
offshore wind turbine platform and our
advanced services will leverage the energy
output of this lighthouse project and help to

The 8-MW turbine is based on the existing
Siemens Gamesa offshore direct drive
platform which has an excellent track
record. More than 200 direct drive wind
turbines in the 6 to 8-MW-class have already
been installed and commissioned in offshore
wind farms.
The energy production of one Siemens Gamesa
8-MW machine is sufficient to supply about
8,000 European households with electricity.
The power supplied by the 752-MW Borssele
1 and 2 project will be sufficient to cover the
annual electricity consumption of one million
households.

Powin Energy to Deploy 2.4 MWh of Energy Storage Systems in Hawaii
Powin Energy, a next generation provider of
fully integrated energy storage solutions for
utility, commercial and industrial, and
microgrid applications, announced that it has
been selected by Adon Renewables to
provide energy storage systems for a portfolio
of seven solar plus storage projects in
Hawaii. Each site will store solar energy not
used during daylight hours and then
discharge that energy for the customer’s use
each evening when the sun goes down. Over
time, Powin and Adon Renewables will
leverage Powin’s site management software
and its patented Battery Pack Operating
System (bp-OS) to provide a wide array of
services to both the onsite customer and the
utility. These services may include:
frequency and voltage regulation, local

capacity augmentation, emergency services,
and load control.
“Hawaii is a very important market for energy
storage because of the state’s aggressive goal
to run on 100% renewable energy by 2045, so
we’re pleased to have built this partnership
with Adon Renewables and secured the first
of what we hope to be many projects with
them on the islands,” said Geoffrey Brown,
President of Powin Energy. “The state has
already installed a large amount of solar both
residentially and commercially, but all of these
distributed resources have created an urgent
need for energy storage to maintain system
frequency and voltage as well as energy shifting
from daytime to peak periods in the evening
when it is needed most.”

Each Powin Energy Stack 140 storage system
will be coupled with solar PV panels and will
be controlled by Powin’s bp-OS that was
patented in both the United States and
China in 2016. The batteries will be charged
with excess energy from the solar panels
during the day when loads are lightest
and utility rates the lowest. The batteries
will then be fully discharged each evening
to provide additional power during
periods of increased grid load, thus
allowing the facilities to avoid the
highest rates.
The initial seven sites feature prominent
customers such as the iconic Boy Scouts of
America and marquee resort property Aqua
Kauai Beach Resort.

Asia’s Tallest Wind Turbine Installed
Siemens Gamesa has set a new record in Asia
by installing this year the tallest wind turbines
on the continent. The turbines are equipped
with 153-meter tall towers, and with the
56-meter blades, they reach a total height of
210 meters.

The project – owned by Thai engineering
company Gunkul and being built by developer
Power China Zhong Nan – has a total capacity
of 67.5 MW; i.e. 33 units of the G114-2.0 and
G114-2.1 MW models. Siemens Gamesa has
already installed these 33 turbines in the

Sarahnlom wind farm in the Nakhon
Ratchasima province in central Thailand, while
commissioning is scheduled for this year.
The company will also be in charge of the
plant’s operation and maintenance for the next
10 years.

www.AE-Africa.com
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Greenline’s Expanded German 8.5 MW Biogas Plant in Operation

Building on the existing 800-kW biogas site
which went live in 2014, the plant has been
expanded further and focuses predominantly
on a mix of cattle slurry and energy crops. The
raw biogas is converted into bio-natural gas
using physio-organic washing processes and
then fed into the regional natural gas
network of the Brandenburg utility company,
E.ON-E.DIS.
All in all, the expanded plant now processes
approximately 70,000 metric tons of slurry,
50,000 metric tons of maize silage, and 7,000
metric tons of solid manure. In turn, around

75 million kWh-hours of gas and heat are
generated from these materials. In real terms,
this volume supplies heat and electricity to
approximately 16,000 households.
To this end, three fermenters and two secondary
fermenters with a fermenting volume of around
23,000 cubic meters in total have been installed
at the biogas plant as well as six digestate
storage tanks with a holding capacity of around
42,000 cubic meters. A pump line measuring
approx. 2 km in length ensures the efficient
and ecological transportation of substrates, the
slurry is delivered by a dairy farm directly to
the biogas plant.
“With this layout, this biogas plant ranks among
the largest in Germany in tank volume and
gas production, particularly setting
functional and operational benchmarks,”
emphasizes Greenline Managing Director,
Frank Nielsen.
“High quality, low production and operational
costs, and a high degree of automation in new

Source: Greenline

The biogas plant in Vettin, located in the
municipality of Groß Pankow, Germany went
into regular operation in April 2017. The
planning office Greenline from Flensburg is
the general planner of the plant using
input materials such as slurry, solid manure,
and maize silage. The 8.5-MW biogas
plant is operated by the biogas division of
the technical contractors Osters & Vossfrom
Wittenberge.

construction and flexibilization projects are
all helping to establish biogas production as
the standard energy alternative in the market
of regenerative energy sources going
forward,” adds Nielsen. In particular, thanks
to the latest EEG amendment and the modified
framework conditions for approval, efficient
planning concepts and low building costs are
fundamental to the chances of executing
biogas projects. Furthermore, waste plants for
foreign markets with CO2 certificates are
becoming increasingly more important. Here
too, competitive kWh generation throughout
the operational period plays a decisive role.

Editorial Feature

Analysis by MEED

MENA Needs $200 Billion Short Term
Investment in Renewable Sector
The MENA region emerges as one of the largest renewable energy markets in the world

T

he Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region is embarking
on an unprecedented program to develop renewable energy,
with more than 67 GW of clean energy projects at various
stages of the design and study stage, according to “Renewable Energy
in the MENA Region 2017”, a new report from business intelligence
service MEED.

Governments are increasingly turning to renewable energy to diversify
energy sources and reduce carbon emissions
More than 67 GW of renewable energy schemes at various stages
of the design and study phase
Region’s renewable sector will require upwards of $200 billion in
the short term

MEED estimates that this will require investment upwards of $200
billion, in addition to the expansion and upgrading of existing networks
to facilitate the extra capacity.

This is set to change significantly in the coming years, with the recordlow tariffs being achieved for utility-scale renewables projects throughout
the region changing the perceptions of governments and utilities towards
renewable energy. From almost an absence of renewable energy 10
years ago, almost all of the 12 countries analyzed in the report have
some form of renewable energy targets.

The pipeline of renewable energy projects will increase further in the
next five years as governments seek to meet the rapidly growing demand
for power through implementing ambitious renewable energy programs.

In the 12 countries covered in-depth by
the report, total installed generating
capacity in 2015 was 271,761 MW, with
just over 7% of this coming from
renewable energy capacity. However, the
vast majority of this capacity is
hydropower, with only Morocco in North
Africa and Abu Dhabi and Dubai in UAE
having commissioned solar projects with
capacities greater than 100 MW.
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Sources: MEED; Irena

MEED’s latest report provides a detailed breakdown and country-byUnsurprisingly, due to the region’s significant hydrocarbon reserves, country analysis of renewable energy targets and planned projects along
the Middle East has been slow to adopt
MENA installed renewables capacity and targets
renewable energy. However, this has
started to change significantly over the
past five years. In 2013, the UAE
emirate of Abu Dhabi commissioned
the region’s first utility scale solar plant,
the 100-MW Shams 1 concentrated solar
power (CSP) plant. Since then, the
dramatic fall in the cost of photovoltaic
(PV) solar has resulted in regional
utilities launching some of the world’s
largest solar projects, which have been
supported by the submission of record
low tariffs.

with clients and key players in each market. While the favorable
conditions for implementing renewable energy in the MENA region
have long been known, the push from governments to shore up energy
security through diversification of fuel for power generation and the
falling cost of technologies is driving the push towards major clean
energy programs.

Falling cost
The fall in oil price has resulted in an increased drive for private sector
participation in the region’s utilities markets. The move towards the
independent power producer (IPP) and independent water and power
producer (IWPP) model has enabled some of the largest international
developers to bid competitively and submit some of the lowest prices
in the world for renewable energy projects.

Gas concerns
A key driver behind the push for energy diversification in the Mena
region is the sharp growth in demand for gas. With increased efficiency
and lower emissions than other fossil fuels, gas has become the favored
fuel for power generation across the region over the past two decades.
However, with the exception of Qatar, all of the GCC states are facing
a tight gas market, with competing demands from oil, industrial and
utility sectors. Outside the GCC, Jordan has been hit by a rising energy
import bill in recent years as it has been forced to increase the use of
oil due to the decline of natural gas supplies from Egypt. In North
Africa, Egypt has also turned to LNG imports and Morocco is planning
an ambitious $4.6-billion gas-to-power project to boost gas supplies
and generation capacity.
While new alternatives such as nuclear and coal are being explored
and a handful of projects being implemented across the region, renewable
energy is quickly emerging as the preferred alternative to conventional
oil and gas fired plants. The key driver behind the push for renewable
energy is economics, with renewable energy not only achieving parity
with traditional thermal fossil fuel generation in the Middle East, but
in 2016 actually falling below those achieved for conventional fossil
fuel-fired plants.

Although competitively tendered IPP projects will continue to drive
the region’s largest renewable projects, some of the region’s less wealthy
governments have been implementing alternative frameworks and
policies to kickstart renewable energy programs on a smaller scale.
The implementation of a well-structured feed-in-tariff program in
Jordan has allowed Amman to develop significant renewable energy
capacity with cost effective tariffs.
While much of the focus of the region’s renewables market to date has
been on large-scale utility solar and wind projects, if the region is to
achieve some of its most ambitious long-term goals the successful
deployment of small-scale renewable initiatives is vital. MEED’s latest
report analyzes plans and initiatives for rooftop solar and off-grid solar
initiatives throughout the region.
Covering 12 countries, MEED’s latest Renewable Energy in the MENA
Region 2017 report explains the structure of the renewables market in
each geography, the key government actors driving investment in the
sector, existing capacity, projects planned and underway, and incentives
for investing in renewables.

Markets & Policy

Analysis by Mercom

Global
Solar Funding and M&A

EXPANDING
M

ercom Capital Group, llc, a global clean energy
communications and consulting firm, recently released its
report on funding, as well as merger and acquisition (M&A)
activity for the solar sector in the second quarter of 2017 and first half
of 2017.
According to Mercom. total corporate funding (including venture
capital funding, public market and debt financing) in H1 2017 was
slightly up compared to the same period in 2016 with about
$4.6 billion raised compared to the $4.5 billion raised in H1 2016.
There were 97 deals in H1 2017 compared to the 79 deals in
H1 2016.
Corporate funding in the solar sector fell in Q2 with $1.4 billion raised
in 37 deals compared to the $3.2 billion raised in 60 deals in Q1 2017.
Year-over-year (YoY) funding in Q2 2017 was about 17% lower
compared to the $1.7 billion raised in Q2 2016.
“There is a great deal of uncertainty in the solar markets right now,
which is reflected in funding activity. However, solar public companies,
especially on the U.S. stock markets, have done well this year. A lot
is riding on how the Suniva anti-dumping case plays out as it will
dictate market dynamics going forward,” commented Raj Prabhu, CEO
of Mercom Capital Group.
Global VC funding (venture capital, private equity, and corporate
venture capital) for the solar sector in H1 2017 was 23% higher with
$713 million compared to the $579 million raised in H1 2016, largely
due to a strong first quarter in 2017.
In Q2 2017, VC funding for the solar sector saw a steep decline with
$128 million in 23 deals compared to $585 million in 22 deals in Q1
2017. Most of the VC funding in Q2 2017 went to solar downstream
companies (72%); $92 million was raised in 15 deals.
Top VC deals in H1 2017 included the $200 million raised by ReNew
Power Ventures followed by the $155 million raised by Greenko Energy
Holdings, the $125 million secured by Hero Future Energies, Silicon
Ranch’s $55 million, $25 million raised by Siva Power and the $25
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million raise by Spruce Finance. A total of 55 investors participated
in solar funding in H1 2017.
Solar public market funding was much higher in H1 2017 compared
to the first half of 2016 with $934 million raised compared to $276
million in H1 2016. Public market financing was slightly up in Q2
2017 with $473 million raised in six deals compared to the $461 million
in 13 deals in Q1 2017.
Announced debt financing in H1 2017 came to $3 billion compared
to $3.7 billion in H1 2016. In Q2 2017, announced debt financing fell
to $798 million in eight deals compared to $2.2 billion in 25 deals in
Q1 2017. There was one securitization deal in Q2 2017 by Sunnova
which raised $255 million.
Announced large-scale project funding in H1 2017 came to $7.4 billion
in 81 projects. In Q2 2017, announced large-scale project funding came
in at $4.8 billion in 48 deals.
Announced residential and commercial solar funds totaled $1.8 billion
in H1 2017 compared to $2.3 billion in the same period of 2016.
In H1 2017 there were a total of 40 M&A transactions, compared to
30 in the same period of 2016. There were 11 solar M&A transactions
in Q2 2017 compared to 29 solar M&A transactions in Q1 2017 and
16 transactions in Q2 2016. Of the 11 total transactions in Q2, eight
involved solar downstream companies, two involved PV manufacturers,
and one transaction was by a BOS company.
There were 100 large-scale project acquisitions in H1 2017 totaling
10.6 MW, compared to 90 project acquisitions totaling 4.5 GW in the
first half of 2016.
Investment firms and funds were the most active acquirers in H1 2017,
picking up 37 projects totaling 4.2 GW, followed by project developers
with 17 transactions for 4.6 GW.
Mercom tracked 206 new large-scale project announcements worldwide
in Q2 2017 totaling 11.1 GW.

Technology Focus

Built to Suit
HYBRID SYSTEMS
Solar and Wind System
WindStream Technologies simply states, “Wind energy is available
when the wind is blowing, solar energy is available when the sun is
shining.” As such, WindStream has developed a first-of-its-kind, fully
integrated, renewable energy “hybrid” product. The SolarMill®
incorporates PV technology within a compact footprint, creating the
greatest energy generation density for any product on the market. The
hybrid concept of the SolarMill® is unique, seamlessly utilizing wind
and solar energy generation in one unit. This allows the product to be
an effective solution in markets where the natural resources available
for wind or solar energy alone do not justify investment into any small
wind product.

Source: WindStream Technologies

WindStream’s hybrid energy solution smoothes out the highs and lows
of energy generation periods due to seasonality as solar irradiation and
wind speeds change throughout the course of the year and its truly
hybrid solution compensates for seasonal losses of power generation
not solely depending on one type of renewable energy system.
Onboard each SolarMill® is
WindStream Technologies’
proprietary Maximum Power
Point Tracking (MPPT)
electronics and solar
charge controller, which
maximize the power handling
and generation capabilities of
both the wind turbines and
solar panels. This system
WindStream SolarMill
maintains all power
generation at maximum efficiency without the need for additional
hardware or software. Standard solar or wind systems do not offer this
ability, as this is unique to the WindStream platform.
According to WindStream, it has determined “the renewable resources
available in 90% of the world can easily justify a hybrid energy system,
not just to balance annual energy output, but to capture the available
resources at the lowest cost per watt in the market for a renewable
energy platform.”

WindStream offers four models of its SolarMill with the main difference
being the number of cells and maximum power. The performance
advantages of its SolarMill models include:
- Roof-Top Wind & Solar Hybrid Energy System.
- Stable 24-hour power production capability.
- Maximizes energy density.
- Scalable power generation.
- Mechanical braking at high-speed winds beyond 18.5 m/s.
- Appropriate for on or off grid applications.
- Offsets peak energy pricing for grid-tied systems.
- Online tool for power generation monitoring.
- Power generation starting at 2 m/s wind speed.

Solar and Energy Storage
Energy storage is a hot topic and the subject of much industry-wide
research and development. SMA Sunbelt commissioned a 1.89 MW
solar PV and 1 MW / 572 kWh Li-Ion battery energy storage system
for Sint Eustatius, a tiny Dutch island in the Caribbean back in March
2016. The objective of the retrofitted renewable energy plant was to
reduce the diesel consumption of existing diesel generators. THEnergy
performed a data analysis for the first year of operations. Large-scale
hybrid systems are rather complex and for island utilities it is
difficult to fully assess the outcome of hybridizing their diesel power
plants with solar power plants on fuel consumption. They typically
rely on the calculations of the manufacturers or on rather costly thirdparty studies.
In the case of Sint Eustatius, the performance of the plants exceeds the
forecasts. The share of solar energy on the island energy mix was higher
than predicted for the first year of operations. Relative diesel savings

Source: THEnergy

H

ybrid systems come in many shapes and sizes, as well as in
various technologies. Renewable energy’s adaptability to
specific and unique applications is increasingly being noted
in the industry. Here we look at just a couple of applications having
an impact around the globe, and with potential for replication in Africa.

Forecasts vs. measurements for first 12 months of operational data
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Source: THEnergy

supply makes it possible to secure the electricity supply, which is
essential for ensuring continuity of service, and to significantly reduce
electricity costs in countries where the availability of electricity remains
precarious. Outsourcing of investments allows operators to concentrate
their resources on extending their services, while reducing their carbon
emissions to 70 to 90% of CO2 emissions,” said Bruno Mettling, Deputy
Managing Director of Orange Group and CEO of Orange Middle East
& Africa.

Sint Eustatius facility

were 3.4% higher than forecasted: diesel consumption was reduced by
62 l/MWh instead of 60 l/MWh. These additional savings are particularly
remarkable as solar irradiation during the year was 4.9% below average
due to local weather conditions. Even the total savings in diesel were
in line with those forecasted. This is also reflected in the slightly higher
than expected performance ratio of the solar PV plant.

This new electricity generation solution that is still non-existent on the
African continent is the result of a major partnership between GreenWish,
the first IPP to have implemented a large-scale solar project in Africa
in Senegal and Sagemcom, an African leader in telecom and fiber asset
management with more than 50 years of experience in the field of
telecommunication systems and an operational presence in more than
20 African countries.
GreenWish aims to equip 10,000 towers of hybrid solar solution in
sub-Saharan Africa by 2020, an estimated investment of about
$800 million. The continent has some 240,000 towers dependent on
diesel generators to date, a figure that is expected to reach 325,000
by 2020.

The outstanding results of the new system are also the main reason for
the island utility deciding to expand the plant in the near future by
adding 2.25 MW of solar power, and 4.4 MW/5.2 MWh of battery
energy storage. As Fred Cuvalay, CEO of Stuco explained: “We are
fully convinced of SMA Sunbelt, which is particularly important, as
in this next step we will switch off our diesel gensets during sunny
days and will fully rely on renewables.”.
Thomas Hillig, the Managing Director of THEnergy also made the
following comments on the exciting results: “Large PV-battery diesel
hybrid plants are still relatively new. On islands in particular, the
reliability of the supplier is a key success factor. Bad planning and
technical issues may lead to huge consequential costs. This project will
also be a signal to other islands of what can be achieved by integrating
renewable energy.”
In another hybrid storage effort for the telecommunications
industry, GreenWish partnered with Orange to implement the energy
transition of its telecommunications tower fleet in the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC). The partnership calls for GreenWish and
its operational partner Sagemcom to deploy hybrid solar power
generation solutions that combine solar, battery, and diesel fuel to boost
energy efficiency.
This first tranche of 250 telecom towers distributed throughout the
DRC represents the launch of a new model of electricity supply for
Orange in the DRC. This model, known as ESCO (Energy Services
Company), has already been launched in India and the US.
“The issue of energy efficiency is a major challenge for the growth of
telecom operators in Africa. The transition to a clean energy mode of
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Simark Controls Ltd., a
subsidiary of SFC Energy,
a provider of hybrid power
solutions to the stationary
and mobile power
generation markets,
received an order for a fuel
cell/solar hybrid EFOY
ProTrailer mining
communication trailers and
EFOY ProCabinets by their
wireless network partner
3D-P. A large end user in
the Alberta Oilsands
deployed 16 of the 3D-P’s
hybrid EFOY ProTrailers
and three autonomous
EFOY ProCabinets, with
an additional 12 trailers
being delivered.

Source: Simark Controls Ltd.

Mobile Power Generation
The analysis also shows positive findings for battery performance.
While a degradation of 4% was expected, the actual degradation after
the first year was 1%. It is realistic to assume that with normal weather
conditions, and the extremely low degradation of the battery energy
storage system, the future performance of the plant will be even better
than during the first year.

EFOY ProTrailer

Hybridization of SFC Energy’s EFOY Pro fuel cells with solar allows
for significantly longer autonomy than battery banks powered by solar
alone. In times with insufficient solar power output, the fuel cell
automatically switches on, reducing costly downtime and maintenance
intervals by avoiding the deep discharging of the battery. This power
reliability significantly increases the trailer’s autonomy. Excess heat
from the fuel cell is used to keep the insulated battery and
electronic compartments warm. The 3D-P trailer can be easily and
cost-effectively deployed anywhere in remote locations. 3D-P custom
configures each unit for the customers’ specific load requirements and
geographic locations.
The Alberta Oilsands customer uses 3D-P’s mining trailers to
quickly and cost-effectively provide communications to remote
mining and oil & gas locations. The trailers simplify the customer’s
network rollouts and flexible extension of wireless coverage as
the mine’s footprint develops. All components are integrated into

one unit to enable single easy deployment of both power and retractable
radio masts.

generator will then convert the two sources of energy into electricity
to be fed into the South Australian grid.

“Mining requires reliability – continuous operation and safety drive
the bottom line. We designed this trailer specifically for optimum
operability in colder climates,” said Ron White, Chief Technology
Officer of 3D-P. “The hybrid power concept provides power throughout
the winter season without requiring any user intervention. In the remote
locations, where our customers operate, this feature provides unique
logistic and cost advantages.”

Gas produced from rotting garbage will act as the plant’s base-load
power, and will produce about 11,000 mwh of electricity each year to
power about 1,800 homes. The site’s 5,000 sq meter solar panel farm
is expected to produce about 2,000 Mwh of electricity each year,
powering around 300 homes.

“We are happy to partner with 3D-P,” says Derek L’Hirondelle, VP
Instrumentation, Automation & Energy at Simark Controls. “In 3DP’s unique network design our weather independent Pro Hybrid solutions
ensure reliable network connectivity for all production and safety
applications at all times. This is why we continue to see a growing
potential for fuel cell hybrid solutions in critical applications like these
across Canada and the US.”

Solar and Methane
A combined solar and methane power plant in South Australia is set
to begin operating imminently. In an Australian first, the plant will
channel thermal energy from solar panels and methane gas from
decomposed garbage through a shared turbine inter-connector. A

It is anticipated that the plant, managed by the Northern Adelaide Waste
Management Authority (NAWMA), will start exporting electricity in
September. The project is a joint effort between NAWMA and South
Australian energy companies Joule Energy and LMS Energy, who will
negotiate commercial contracts with the state’s public power network
to feed electricity into the grid.
Chief Executive Adam Faulkner said the system of combining solar
and methane gas energy production was a first in Australia. “It’s a
two-pronged attack for turning our trash into treasure,” he said. “The
novel part of this project is the use of buffer land surrounding the
landfill site to build a solar power farm, which will capture the thermal
heat. Passing that thermal energy through the same inter-connector as
the gas turbine has never been done before in Australia, so it’s an
exciting time.”

Africa Spotlight

KENYA

President: Uhuru Kenyatta
(since April 2013)
Independence: December 1963
(from the UK)
Population: 46,790,758 (2017)
GDP (purchasing power parity):
$152.7 billion (2016 est.)
Real GDP Growth Rate: 6% (2016 est.)
Per Capita GDP: $3,400 (2016 est.)
Debt – external: $20.25 billion (December
2016 est.)
Industrial Production Growth Rate:
6.6% (2016 est.)
Electrification rate: 68.4% urban and
12.6% rural, combined 36%
Electricity – installed generation capacity:
2.25 GW (2016 est.)
Source: CIA Factbook July 2017, Global
Climatescope, USAID, World Bank

hile other African nations may currently have a greater
installed capacity of renewable energy (RE) than
Kenya, the East African nation has a diverse mix of
RE sources contributing to its power generation goals. Further, the
country is making rapid progress toward surpassing some of its
continental competitors, and is second only to South Africa in terms
of RE investment.

W

upon. As of 2016, hydropower contributed 37% to Kenya’s energy
supply. Guiding the sector’s development is the feed-in-tariff (FiT)
the Kenyan government instituted in 2008. Since that time it has
been fine-tuned and updated twice, the last time in December 2012.
The revisions were in each instance to clarify specific
circumstances, either technology specific or small (under 10 MW)
vs large project regulations.

Driving its RE expansion are its grand plans to industrialize which
requires more power. Kenya has enjoyed enviable economic growth
in recent years, and is forecast to maintain it in the future. Rapid
economic growth will drive greater demand for power from
businesses, to produce goods and services and from consumers as
they buy more TVs, fridges, freezers and other goods.

In addition, Kenya offers an exemption from value added tax (VAT)
and import duties for supplies imported or bought for the
construction of a power-generating plant or for geothermal
exploration, as well as certain plant and machinery. According to
the regulations, solar cells and modules that are not equipped with
certain elements such as diodes or batteries are free from import
duty and exempt from VAT. PV semi-conductor devices including
PV cells and light-emitting diodes, together with wind-powered
generating sets that have already been assembled, are subject to a
5% import duty and 16% VAT. Further, wind engines (wind mills)
are free from import duty and exempt from VAT, while hydraulic
turbines and water wheels are free from import duty but pay
16% VAT.

Goals and Incentives
In order to meet its 2015-2035 Generation and Transmission master
plan, with power demand expected to rise to 4,732 MW by 2030,
Kenya will require an investment of $52 billion, according to the
Director of Renewable Energy at the Kenyan Ministry of Energy
and Petroleum, Engineer Isaac Kiva. “Having adequate power
from renewable sources will not only ensure security of supply
and cost-effective tariffs; it will enhance the competitiveness of
Kenya, and facilitate its socio-economic transformation,” Kiva
stated in April.
Geothermal, solar and wind are the primary renewable resources
the country looks to tap into to meet its goals, but utilization of
other resources such as biomass and hydro will also be expanded
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Plans and Projects
Kenya has numerous projects underway, small- and large-scale,
on- and off-grid, across the spectrum of renewable technologies.
These projects include private sector developments as well as multilateral development initiatives from the likes of AfDB, for example,
and Africa renewable energy initiatives coming from the UK, US,
and others.

Source: GDC

Hydropower in Kenya, as in many African countries, is becoming
increasingly controversial because of the recurrence of drought
conditions in some regions. In September 2016, state-owned Kenya
Electricity Generating Company (KenGen) said it had a mediumterm goal of reducing hydropower’s contribution to electricity
generation to 30%, down from 37%. “This will be achieved by
increasing the contribution of geothermal, wind and solar at a faster
rate than that of hydropower plants,” Chief Energy Planner Willis
Ochieng told Xinhua.
Lake Bogoria

Geothermal

Source: Ministry of Energy and Petroleum

According to Kenya’s Regulatory Commission, the country’s
geothermal resources are located within the Rift Valley with an
estimated potential of between 7,000 MW and 10,000 MW spread
over 14 prospective sites. The country already has considerable
geothermal energy production with current installed capacity at
1,091 MW, according to the International Renewable
Energy Agency (IRENA). To solve its long-term energy needs with
clean energy, the government is looking to significantly expand
that output.
In April, President Uhuru
Kenyatta officially broke
ground for the construction
of the Olkaria V geothermal
power plant expected to add
158 MW to the national grid.
“The Jubilee Government has
a clear vision to provide
sufficient, cheap, green and
Olkaria groundbreaking ceremony
reliable energy for Kenya.
We expected the peak load to grow to about 15,000 MW by 2030
and that demand will be met by raising the installed capacity
gradually to 19,200 MW by 2030,” he said.
The project is being funded by the Japanese International
Cooperation Agency (JICA) at a cost of around $388 million. The
project will involve the construction of two, 79-MW geothermal
power units and is expected to become operational in 2019.
Exploration got underway on the Baringo Silali Block Geothermal
Project Phase 1 earlier this year when Kenya’s Geothermal
Development Co. (GDC) started exploration work. At least 20
wells are expected to be drilled in Korosi, Paka and Silale by
contractor Hong Kong Off-Shore Oil Services Ltd. (HOOSL).
Funding is coming from German development bank KfW,
through a $90.5 million concessional loan. Phase one of the BaringoSilale Geothermal block is expected to supply 300 MW to the
national grid upon completion in 2020. The Bogoria-Silale
geothermal project will generate more than 3,000 MW of electricity
once completed.

Hydro
Kenya’s total installed large hydropower capacity is 826 MW while
its small hydro potential is estimated at 3,000 MW, of which less
than 30 MW have been exploited and only 15 MW supply the grid.

Despite this, Kenya’s Virunga Power recently invited US companies
to submit qualification data to develop a feasibility study to assess
the technical, environmental, and social viability of three run-ofriver hydroelectric plants. The US Trade and Development Agency
is providing a grant to Virunga Power Kenya Ltd. to fund the
feasibility, environmental and social studies. The three run-of-the
river hydroelectric plants would supply 15.7 MW of additional
generation capacity in rural Kenya. The project sites are located
on the Siit, Sossio, and Mutonga rivers in Kenya’s Bungoma and
Meru Counties. The power generated at the hydroelectric plants
would be supplied to the national grid.

Solar
At present, Kenyans are increasingly benefitting from home solar
systems. One such product is the M-KOPA 400 put out by
M-KOPA Solar. Customers buy the solar home system on an
affordable M-KOPA payment plan, with an initial deposit followed
by daily payments for up to one year. After completing payments,
the customer owns the product outright. As of May, M-KOPA had
connected over 500,000 homes to affordable solar power with 500
new homes being added every day. Current customers will make
projected savings of $375 million over the next four years, the
company stated.
In July, the World Bank approved an International Development
Association (IDA) credit of $150 million to enable marginalized
communities in Kenya to access modern energy services through
off-grid solar. The Off-grid Solar Access Project for Underserved
Counties will serve an estimated 1.3 million people in 277,000
households across 14 counties. It will reach homes, schools, and
health centers, with maximum private sector involvement and
investment to ensure sustainability. Ten of the counties are located
in the north and northeastern parts of Kenya as part of the North
Eastern Development Initiative (NEDI). These include Garissa,
Lamu, Mandera, Marsabit, Narok, Samburu, Tana River, Turkana,
Wajir, and West Pokot. The other four that are not part of NEDI
are Kwale, Kilifi, Narok, and Taita Taveta.
“The Ministry appreciates this project which will go a long way
in contributing to the achievement of one of the Government’s
objectives of attaining universal access to electrification by 2020,”
said Hon. Charles Keter, Cabinet Secretary for Energy and
Petroleum. The project will use a combination of investments to
provide modern energy services to households, businesses and
community facilities using practical business models that attract
private sector investment, knowledge, sustainable services and
other key efficiencies. The project will include a substantial technical
assistance component that will enable a consumer education
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campaign to inform and engage with citizens around the project.
The technical assistance will also enable an inclusive county
capacity building program to be identified through an assessment.
Further, China Jianxi Corp. has plans to construct 100 small offgrid solar plants in Garissa, Lamu, Mandera, Tana River, Turkana,
Wajir, among other cities.
Larger scale projects are being planned however. This April the
50-MW Garissa solar park in the north-west of the country received
approvals on plan designs. Once construction begins on the $135million solar facility being undertaken by the Rural Electrification
Authority, 625,000 homes will be energized a year later. The facility
is set to become the largest in East and Central Africa to date. In
May, Jiangxi Corp. entered into a commercial-reseller agreement
with Kenya Power & Lighting Co., to sell the power generated
from the plant. The facility will boast 210,000 solar panels and
will be constructed through a concessional loan from China’s
Export/Import Bank (Exim Bank).
In June, Kenya Power signed power purchase agreements (PPAs)
for four new solar PV plants with a capacity of 40 MW each. Alton,
Eldosol, Malindi Solar, and Radiant were awarded the PV projects.
The FiT is currently set at $0.12 kWh which is sparking some
controversy as these projects often come in at a lower rate, including
within Africa. There is potential for this issue to be renegotiated,
especially seeing as Kenya is now considering introducing
competitive tenders.
The USTDA announced in April that it had provided a grant to
Kenyan engineering company Xago Africa Ltd. for developing a
utility scale solar PV power plant with battery storage in Siaya
County, Kenya. North Carolina-based Alevo USA, Inc., a battery
storage technology manufacturer was to provide technology and
analytics services for the project. Unfortunately, Alevo filed for
bankruptcy in the United States this August, leaving the furtherance
of the project in a precarious position. With no clarifications yet
forthcoming from USTDA or Xago, this project takes a wait and
see position. If the project materializes, it would be among the first
utility-scale battery storage installations in sub-Saharan Africa.

Wind
Kenya is moving forward on its ambitious wind energy program
and aims to reach 630 MW and there are a few projects on the
drawing board or under construction. Topping the roster and perhaps
the most ambitious undertaking is the Lake Turkana Wind Power
(LWTP) project, the largest single private-sector initiative in Africa.
The project has a cost of €623 million to develop and will produce
310 MW of electricity when it becomes fully operational in 2017.
The total project cost is estimated at $680 million and includes the
cost of the 400-km transmission line from Lake Turkana to the
Susua sub-station near Nairobi, as well as the cost of upgrading
200 km of roads and various bridges, according to the AfDB. The
project will be financed through equity debt (25%), mezzanine
debt (5%) and senior debt (70%). As the mandated lead arranger
and senior co-lender, AfDB provided a long-term senior loan of
$150 million.
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The project was scheduled to begin in 2011, but because of funding
delays it did not kick off until October 2014. In May of this year,
Worley Parsons reported that the project delivery and engineering
consultancy was nearing completion of its major scope of work on
the LTWP, with a key milestone of 120 wind turbines attaining
Ready for Energization status in January 2017 and installation of
all 365 turbines completed on March 5, in only 362 days. When
operating at its full 310-MW capacity, originally expected in
July 2017 but now delayed until September or October, the Lake
Turkana facility will power more than two million households,
equivalent to about 15% of the country’s current installed electricity
generating capacity.
The Lake Turkana Wind Power consortium comprises KP&P
Africa B.V. and Aldwych International as co-developers;
Industrial Fund for Developing Countries, Danish turbine
manufacturer Vestas Wind Systems, Finnish Fund for Industrial
Cooperation Ltd, Norwegian Investment Fund for Developing
Countries and Sandpiper Ltd. It also has an interestin
investor – Google. The internet giant announced plans to acquire
a 12.5% stake in the wind farm last October. The company’s stake
came from Vestas, and makes Google the project’s third
largest investor.
On the drawing board is the Kipeto Wind Power Project. In June
2016 a 20-year PPA was signed between Kipeto Energy and Kenya
Power. The facility would cost around $300 million to add
102 MW to the grid. However, in April of this year, Kipeto released
a statement saying, “Conservation groups have noted that the project
is located in an area of high avian activity, and is close to colonies
of what have become critically endangered vultures. Recent press
and social media articles have suggested that the project will
threaten the continued existence of these species. KEL and its
shareholders take this issue very seriously and are working to find
a solution that benefits both the community and the environment.”
As a result, the fate of this project is not yet known.
The KenGen Meru Wind Power Project was supposed to have been
completed in December of this year but in April, Albert Mugo, the
company’s MD announced that the first phase of the 400-MW
project had been put on hold in order to resolve land disputes with
residents. And Kipeto and Meru are not the only projects with an
unknown fate. There are several other wind projects that were
announced between 2014 and 2016, that seem to have stalled,
including the Baharini, Embu, Kajiado, and Limuru. While many
projects have stalled, it is expected in the near- to mid-term that
some will be revived, as well as new wind facilities planned that
take into account land and environmental considerations.

Bright Future
As demonstrated by just the handful of projects in Kenya, the
country is on its way to meeting its renewable energy goals. With
ongoing “governmental will” and a continued stable investment
climate, additional investments are sure to come. To keep up-todate on all of the developments out of the East African country, be
sure to visit our daily news website at www.AE-Africa.com for the
latest news as it happens.

Africa Spotlight

ETHIOPIA
GOING BIG
Politics and Economy

E

thiopia is the oldest independent country in Africa and
one of the oldest in the world. The country did play host
to Christian missionaries in the fourth century. Islam
reached Ethiopia’s shores in the seventh century, isolating the
country from European Christianity. While a number of colonial
powers tried their hand at colonizing Ethiopia, the Italians came
closest with a five-year occupation by Mussolini’s Italy; however,
they were eventually routed by the Ethiopians, marking the first
time an African nation won a victory over a colonial power.
Ethiopia has been ruled by various emperors in centuries past, the
first being Emperor Tewodros who was known for unifying the
country. More than a few emperors later came Emperor Ras Tafari
Makonnen, better known as Haile Selassie. Selassie’s regime in
Ethiopia lasted over four decades, from 1930 to 1974, when a
provisional council of soldiers seized power and installed a military
government led by Major Mengistu Haile Mariam. Mariam’s regime
lasted for 17 years and was marked by brutality. The regime
collapsed as droughts and famine led to insurrections across the
country. In 1989, the Tigrayan People’s Liberation Front (TPLF)
merged with the Amhara and Oromo liberation fronts (EPDM &
OPDO) to form the Ethiopian Peoples’ Revolutionary Democratic
Front (EPRDF).
The country adopted its constitution in 1994 and in 1995 hosted
its first multi-party elections. The Government of the Federal
Democratic Republic of Ethiopia was installed in August 1995
with Ngasso Gidada as the first president, although the Ethiopian
presidency is largely a symbolic office and the prime minister holds
most of the power. Gidada’s prime minister was Meles Zenawi.

President: Mulatu Teshome Wirtu
(since October 2013)
Independence: NA
Population: 102,374,044 (2017)
GDP (purchasing power parity):
$21.97 billion (2016 est.)
Real GDP Growth Rate: 8% (2016 est.)
Per Capita GDP: $1,900 (2016 est.)
Debt – external: $24.49 billion
(December 2016 est.)
Industrial Production Growth Rate:
24% (2016 est.)
Electrification rate: 92% urban and
12.2% rural, combined 27.2%
Electricity – installed generation
capacity: 4.3 GW (2016 est.)
Source: CIA Factbook July 2017, Global
Climatescope, USAID, World Bank

The Zenawi-led government promoted a policy of ethnic federalism,
passing on significant powers to regional, ethnically-based
authorities. Under the elected government Ethiopians enjoyed much
greater political participation and freer debate than ever before in
their history, although some fundamental freedoms, including
freedom of the press, have not yet advanced. Zenawi’s government
was re-elected in the next two elections with Girma Wolde-Giorgis
as president. During his last term Zenawi became ill and died in
August 2012. Hailemariam Desalegn took over as acting prime
minister upon Zenawi’s death, and officially took over the position
on September 21, 2012. In October 2013 Mulatu Teshome Wirtu
took over as president.
The last elections held in Ethiopia in June 2015 had Prime Minister
Desalgn and the EPDRF scoring a landslide victory, stripping the
opposition of the one seat it had held in the outgoing chamber.
Along with its allies, the EPRDF also won a near clean sweep in
regional state councils, winning all but 21 of the 1,987 seats. While
the government claims the elections were free and fair, allegations
of harassment of the opposition were reported. The African
Union deployed 59 observers for the polls and claimed that the
elections went off without incident. EU observers were not invited
to view the process.
Ethiopia’s economy in the past has been dependent on donors and
aid from international institutions to meet its needs, but currently
it is one of the fastest growing economies on the continent for
11 straight years. That superb growth did not carry into the 2015/2016
period, with the Real GDP growth slowing from 2014’s 10.4% to
8% in the 2015/2016 period. Economists expect Real GDP to hold
steady and have predicted growth at around 8.1% for 2016/2017
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The country’s national development plans currently are focused
on export-led industrialization, boosted by light manufacturing.
However, despite the contribution of the industrial sector to GDP,
employment and exports remains low. Inflation is projected to
remain consistent with the Central Bank’s price stability objective
of single digit inflation in 2016/17.

Ambitions
Ethiopia doesn’t do anything small, at least not in recent years.
Ethiopia plans to bring its total power generation capacity up to
37 GW by 2037, and increase its share of the regional power market.
In line with this goal, the country’s 2015-2020 Growth and
Transformation Plan 2, or GTP 2, is expected to add projects
generating 12,000 MW. Its ambitions come with a steep price tag
however, up to $25 billion. This could be offset a bit by its ability
to export electricity to neighboring countries. Already an exporter,
Ethiopia supplies small amounts of power to neighboring Sudan,
Kenya and Djibouti. There are also deals in the works to export
power to South Sudan, Tanzania, and Rwanda, as well as an
underwater power link with Yemen.
In an effort to meet its goals and lessen the financial burden of the
projects on the state, the Ethiopian government is looking to increase
private sector participation to expand its grid. It is also looking to
reform tariffs to allow for full cost recovery. At present, the
government is footing the bill for many of its pricey projects. Much
of this money is coming through its citizens in the form of bond
purchases, a national lottery, athletic events, among other schemes.
For one hydropower project alone, it has raised over $450 million.
Ethiopia is also going big on climate change, vowing to support
the Paris Agreement with a carbon emissions cut of 64% by 2030.
The country’s many RE projects should help it keeps its commitment
to the Paris Agreement on climate change.

The Resources

Source: Vergnet

With an abundance or resources having the potential to generate
power including solar, wind, biomass and others, Ethiopia is looking
at all of its options. That said, hydropower, which we discuss later,
is king in Ethiopia. Wind, however, is contributing its fair share
toward powering the country.

Ashegoda-1
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The Adama 1 wind
farm, ramping up to
operation late2 0 11 / 2 0 1 2 , w a s
E t h i o p i a ’s f i r s t
commercial wind
installation
generating 51 MW.
This was followed up
by the Adama II, also
at 51 MW. There are

also plans for a 150 MW Adama III. Next up came the €210 million
Ashegoda wind farm in 2013. The farm has an installed capacity
of 120 MW with an annual production of 400-450 GWh, making
it the continent’s second largest wind scheme ‘at that time’.
Ashegoda, located about 780 km north of Addis Ababa, supplies
electricity to over three million people. The Ethiopian Electric
Power Corp. (EEPCo), produces each kWh at a rate of (0.06 €/kWh).
In June 2016 it was reported that EEPCo and Dongfang Electric
Corp. Ltd (DECL), signed an agreement to develop a wind farm
in the Aisha area of the country. The farm is slated to be built just
20 km from the Djibouti border. A feasibility study for the planned
$257 million, 120-MW facility had previously been conducted.
Aysha II & Aysha III are in the planning stages at 120 MW and
60 MW respectively.
As far as solar goes, Ethiopia became the fourth country to join
Scaling Solar, a World Bank Group program that brings a range of
services under one umbrella creating a one-stop-shop aimed at
creating viable markets for solar power in each client country. The
program looks to make “privately funded grid-connected solar
projects operational within two years and at competitive tariffs.”
The program looks to create a new regional market for solar
investment.
Under the initiative, EEPCo signed an agreement with IFC to advise
on developing up to 500 MW of solar power. According to Scaling
Solar, “Ethiopia has huge renewable energy potential as it currently
has an energy shortfall of 500 MW, with over 70% of its energy
coming from hydropower. Solar power will help diversify Ethiopia’s
energy mix and allow it to manage its water resources more
effectively. This is vital bearing in mind the severe droughts that
have afflicted the country.” Scaling Solar will provide a quick route
to build this reliable complement to hydropower, drawing on
Ethiopia’s significant irradiation levels.
Waste-to-energy projects have been hashed about over the past
five years or so with the Bole-Arabsa Solid Waste to Power Project
and Akaki-Kaliti Solid Waste to Power Project seeming to have
the most momentum with MoUs being signed between MeTC and
the city of Addis Ababa. Both projects were envisioned to have a
100 MW capacity, however all has been quiet the past couple
of years, so it could be the projects did not proceed to the
feasibility studies.

Hydropower Rules
Significantly assisting the
country in meeting its
power generation capacity
increase goals are a few
mega hydropower plants.
At the turn of 2016,
Ethiopia saw a boost to its
hydropower generation
capacity with its largest
hydroelectric project to
date coming onstream and
contributing to the

Source: Salini Impregilo

and 2017/2018, according to African Economic Outlook. A
contributor to the slowing of economic growth could be laid at the
feet of public protests that disrupted the nation in 2016 in the
Oromia and Amhara regions.

Gibe III

government’s goals. The country saw the third plant in the GibeOmo hydroelectric cascade, the 1.87-GW Gibe III, brought online
(under the 2010-2015 Growth and Transformation Plan 1, GTP 1).
The Gibe III, the world’s highest roller compacted concrete dam,
followed the successful completion of the 184-MW Gilgel Gibe
and the 420-MW Gibe II, both upstream from this latest hydroelectric
power plant. The Ethiopian Electric Power Corp. plans two more
plants downstream from the Gibe III with the Gibe IV (1,450 MW)
and Gibe V (660 MW).

Salini Impregilo is also undertaking the 2,200-MW Koysha
hydroelectric project on the Omo River, signing a €2.5-billion
contract with Ethiopian Electric Power in July 2016. The project
includes a 170-meter high roller compacted concrete dam with a
reservoir volume of 6,000 million cubic meters. Its power plant
will have eight Francis turbines and have an installed capacity of
2,160 MW, with an annual production capacity of 6,460 GWh.
In addition, there is talk of a 424-MW hydropower project on the
Dabus river. Studio Pietrangeli was contracted in 2015 to conduct
a topography survey and then later signed a contract for a prefeasibility study. Information for this project is sparse and at press
time Alternative Energy Africa had not heard back from the parties
to whom it had made information requests to.

Source: Salini impregilo

Source: Studio Petrangeli

Earlier this year, the Ethiopian government announced that the
Genale Dawa III dam, one of its major renewable energy projects,
was 91% complete. The $451-million project with its 250-MW
capacity will raise Ethiopia’s installed electricity generating capacity
to 4,541 MW. The dam will stand 110 meters high and have a 2.57
billion cubic meter capacity. In March the Minister of Water,
Irrigation and Electricity, Sileshi Bekele, said the electrical and
mechanical works which allow the dam to generate power are
progressing well. The construction of a spillway, powerhouse, and
a 12.4-km tunnel are among the works that have been finished,
according to the Minister. The project should be complete by late
2017 or early 2018.

Construction on GERD got underway in April 2011 and as of
November 2016, the dam was 60% complete. Originally targeted
for a July 2017 completion date, the project is a bit behind schedule
but best estimates have it coming online by the end of this year.

Dabus topography survey team

Regional Exporter
Great Ethiopian Renaissance Dam 5

Next up is the Grand Renaissance Electric Dam (GERD) project.
GERD will be the largest dam in Africa if project timelines are
kept. Located around 500 km north west of Addis Ababa, along
the Blue Nile, the dam will be 1,800 meters long, 155 meters high,
with a total volume of 74,000 million M³. GERD is being built by
Italian EPC contractor Salini Impregilo. The company says “the
project involves the construction of a main dam in roller compacted
concrete, with two power stations installed at the foot of the dam.
The power stations are positioned on the right and left banks of
the river and comprise 16 Francis turbines with a total installed
power of 6,000 MW and estimated production of 15,000 GWh per
year. The project is completed by a 15,000 m3/s capacity concrete
spillway and a rockfill saddle dam five km long and 50 meters
high, both located on the left bank.”

With the ambitious projects Ethiopia has planned and under
construction, the country will have a sizeable surplus of power. As
previously mentioned, Ethiopia already exports small quantities of
energy to Djibouti, Kenya and Sudan, but it will have to increase
the volumes significantly so as to support its electricity expansion
strategy. These same neighbors are targets for the surplus as well
as Tanzania. The government has been proactive in securing buyers,
having signed new agreements with both Kenya and Tanzania to
import at least 400 MW each, and is looking to secure more
offtakers. Further, electricity grid linkages exist with Rwanda,
Tanzania, South Sudan, Uganda, and Yemen across the Red Sea
thanks to a regional African Union project. There are also several
grid infrastructure projects underway worth billions of dollars, both
for domestic and export purposes. These projects will facilitate
bringing grid-connected renewable energy online quickly as
facilities and infrastructures are completed.
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Film Review

Reviewed by Mark Pabst, Senior Correspondent

The Second
Coming
An Inconvenient Sequel: Truth to Power
Directed by Bonni Cohen and Jon Shenk
2017

A

merican writer F. Scott Fitzgerald famously said there are
no second acts in American lives. Of course, the ubiquity
of second acts, especially in politics, has made the saying
hackneyed and demonstrably untrue. However, perhaps no political
second act has been more unexpected than former United States’ Vice
President Al Gore’s second act. Infamous for his literally paper thin
defeat (hanging chads, anyone?) at the hands of George W. Bush in
the 2000 American presidential election, Gore disappeared from the
mainstream media’s eye for a while. To be fair to Gore, losing the
presidency despite winning the popular vote had to sting, and the media
spotlight is no place to be seen nursing a grudge.
However, he came roaring back in a unique way. He made himself a
star on the lecture circuit in the mid 2000s by explaining the science
of climate change to lay audiences and urging people to take action
against what he called the great environmental threat of our time. Then,
when a documentary film of his lecture hit theaters, he also found
himself a star in Hollywood.
Gore’s turn in the 2006 film An Inconvenient Truth helped solidify the
erstwhile vice president’s place as one of the globe’s leading climate
change activists, won an Oscar for best documentary at the 2007
Academy Awards, and proved that people will watch a film that is little
more than a glorified slide show about atmospheric carbon levels. It
also showed that the famously wooden Gore, who often jokes about
his own lack of charisma, could indeed be an important figurehead in
the fight against global climate change.
Now the former vice president finds himself starring in a second act
of his own second act, namely a sequel to An Inconvenient Truth. In
some ways the new documentary, An Inconvenient Sequel: Truth to
Power, picks up where the first film left off a decade ago. In the initial
documentary Gore predicted more extreme weather events if the world
did not find a way to reduce the amount of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere. In the sequel he visits the melting ice caps of Greenland
and the flooded streets of Miami, Florida to show the tangible effects
of our inability to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The film also
mentions the effects of Hurricane Sandy in the United States, Typhoon
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… the shadow of current US President Donald
Trump looms large over An Inconvenient Sequel, and
not just because the current US president’s ample
frame and even more ample mouth make him
impossible to ignore.

Haiyan in the Philippines, and the wildfires in Fort McMurray, Canada
as the result of climate change.
At one point Gore says that these extreme events are the most obvious
signs of global warming, but “the dots are seldom connected by the
media.” One cannot help but compare Gore’s complaint that the media
ignores aspects of global warming with another famous screen star and
politician who is well known for his critique of the mainstream
media. In fact, the shadow of current US President Donald Trump
looms large over An Inconvenient Sequel, and not just because the
current US president’s ample frame and even more ample mouth make
him impossible to ignore. The very existence of President Trump must
stick in Gore’s craw, and not just because Trump is yet another
Republican who managed to win the presidency despite garnering
fewer votes than his democratic opponent. To Gore’s chagrin Trump
famously dismissed global warming as a hoax perpetrated by the
Chinese, withdrew the United States from the Paris Climate Agreement,
and generally used the environment as a punching bag during his
campaign rallies.
An Inconvenient Sequel was largely completed before Trump became
president, and though it has been recut to reflect Trump’s new role as
the world’s most powerful climate change denier and chief opponent
of the Paris Climate Accord, in some ways the film still feels like it
was made in a pre-Trumpian world. Of course, Trump’s rise also gives
Gore the opportunity to deliver one of the best lines in the film, when
the climate change activist compares Trump’s election to being punched
in the face.

Yet, in some ways, the failure to anticipate Trump’s rise and subsequent
scramble to address the new president’s anti-climate change agenda is
somewhat refreshing. It means that the new US president does not
dominate the film. With Trump seemingly monopolizing global news
cycles for the last year, it is sometimes easy to forget that there was a
world before Trump and there will likely be a world after Trump. This
documentary, while far from ignoring the current president, seems to
take the position that Trump is a dangerous but temporary inconvenience
rather than a serious long-term opponent.
Instead, the second part of the film focuses on Gore’s attempts to reach
various compromises as an unofficial negotiator at the 2015 Paris
Climate Change Conference. The footage from Gore’s time in Paris is
notable because it shows just how difficult it is to move forward on
any type of multilateral climate change agreement. India comes across
as especially intransigent, though the Indian delegation’s position is
also easy to understand. New Delhi wants the same opportunity for
economic growth provided by burning fossil fuels that industrialized
societies enjoyed for the last couple of centuries, and is not in the mood
to be told “no” by the likes of Al Gore.
Watching these types of interactions between Gore and the Indian
representatives shows the real value behind An Inconvenient Sequel.
The future of addressing climate change will involve hard-nosed multilateral negotiations between entities that want to scale back greenhouse
gas emissions immediately and others who acknowledge the dangers

… the Indian delegation’s position is also easy to
understand. New Delhi wants the same opportunity
for economic growth provided by burning fossil
fuels that industrialized societies enjoyed for the
last couple of centuries, and is not in the mood to
be told “no” by the likes of Al Gore.

of climate change but don’t want to be subservient to the demands of
others. The film shows that hammering out a realistic compromise is
now the name of the game when it comes to dealing with climate
change, and pulls back the curtain on showing how these compromises
are negotiated.
It also delivers a subtle message that climate deniers, no matter how
powerful, might need to be bypassed if the international community
wants to make meaningful progress in addressing the problem. In a
world where companies like ExxonMobil acknowledge the existence
of human driven climate change, giving climate change deniers a seat
at the table does little more than distract from the important work that
needs to be done. If they weren’t convinced by An Inconvenient Truth,
they’re likely a lost cause. This is the message subtly conveyed by An
Inconvenient Sequel.

Corporate
Azuri Names New CFO
Azuri Technologies announced the appointment
of Liam Hickey to the role of Chief Financial
Officer. As the latest senior member of the
management team, Hickey has significant
experience in both launching new enterprises
as well as restructuring established businesses
to expand global reach and profitability in
emerging markets.
A qualified Chartered Accountant, Hickey has
worked with private investors and financial
institutions in many countries across East and
West Africa to raise funding and create
structured financial instruments to support the
development of sustainable, private sector
enterprise. He has also held several senior
commercial and operational finance positions
across Europe, the US and the Caribbean,
in multinational companies including
Bertelsmann, Ericsson and Digicel.
In this new position, he will be responsible for
optimizing Azuri’s funding strategy to
accelerate the company’s already rapid
growth across the 12 African countries where
it has a presence.

Total Signs-Up Blackbit
for Nigeria Distribution
As part of its commitment to aiding Nigeria
power the country, Total Nigeria has partnered
with Blackbit Ltd. The two firms signed a
Solar Solution distribution agreement. Under
the agreement, Blackbit will be able to
distribute solar home solutions from the Total
Energy solutions brand in outlets in Abuja
and Lagos.
Total Nigeria managing director, Jean-Philippe
Torres, said that the partnership would provide
a channel for Nigerians to have easy access to
reliable solar energy solutions. He went on to
say, “Satisfying our customer needs is very
important to us, which is why Total is dedicated
to continuous investment in research and
innovation in pursuit of developing
renewable energy products and services of the
highest quality.”
The company’s pursuit has led to the
development of the Solar Energy Solutions
from the Total Energy Solutions brand. The
brand is tailored to meet a wide range of home
energy needs.
“Total Nigeria Plc is glad to be partnering with
Blackbit Ltd. to make our quality Solar Home
Solutions even more accessible and look
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forward to a fruitful relationship. The
partnership is aimed at facilitating seamless
nationwide access to solar energy products to
bridge the energy gap in homes and optimally
ensure customer satisfaction.’’

nuclear industry, particularly in Africa. “Nuclear
is the future in Africa,” Polikarpov said,
pointing out that the youth could further
Rosatom’s ambitions and proposed projects to
power up Africa.

Nigeria Forms Committee
to Educate on Power Transmission

Crowd Power Launches Fourth
Campaign, Kenyan Firm Benefits

Nigeria’s National Electrical Management
Services Agency (NEMSA) and the National
Orientation Agency (NOA) have set up a joint
committee to educate the country’s citizens on
the dangers of building along power
lines. Peter Enwesor, NEMSA Managing
Director, made this known in a statement signed
by Paul Odenyi, Head of NOA Press Unit, and
made available to reporters in Abuja. He also
ordered all transmission and distribution
companies to immediately disconnect all
buildings erected along high-tension power
lines in the country.

UK Aid-funded Crowd Power launched its
fourth campaign with platform partner,
Lendahand, and will provide 25% first-loss
protection on the €100,000 loan to Sollatek
Electronics Kenya Ltd. Sollatek was established
in Kenya in 1985 and was one of the first
companies to enter the then nascent solar
market. The proceeds of the loan will be used
to purchase 2,000 solar lanterns and 200 solar
homes systems for off-grid households and
small businesses.

The formation of the committee is seen as a
direct result of the Calabar Viewing Center
electrical accident. In April, more than 30
people died in Calabar when a power cable
fell on the roof of a viewing center that was
full of people watching a football match. The
work of the committee is to educate and
enlighten the people on the dangers of
building close to the power infrastructure across
the country.

Rosatom Promotes
Nuclear to SSA Youth
Russian firm Rosatom and the newly
established non-profit organization African
Young Generation in Nuclear (AYGN) signed
a MoU that will have the pair joining forces
in spreading opportunities for youths in the
nuclear industry. The MoU aims to grow public
awareness, promote further knowledge in
nuclear, exchange experience, open educational
opportunities and promote international
conferences and exhibitions.
AYGN was established earlier this year to
provide a platform for African youth in the
nuclear or related fields to become more
conversant about nuclear and open the
opportunities for youth across the continent.
The MoU is AYGN’s first action as it moves
to engage several other stakeholders to advance
its ambitions. Initiating the “first move” in
how to best collaborate moving forward,
Rosatom regional VP for sub-Saharan Africa
Viktor Polikarpov said his company attached
great importance to working with youth in the

Energy 4 Impact partnered with Lendahand
under the Crowd Power program in 2016. It
has since partnered to support three loans to
businesses in Tanzania, Uganda, and the
Philippines. Lendahand is one of the largest
debt crowdfunding platforms focused on
lending to SMEs in emerging markets, and
is based in the Netherlands. The platform
ran their first energy-access related campaign
in mid-2016 and raised $565,000 across
15 campaigns last year.
At the launch of the campaign, Crowd Power
Program Manager, Davinia Cogan said, “We
are excited to partner with Lendahand for this
campaign and to be providing first-loss
protection in particular. Guarantees on
crowdfunded loans are still early-stage and
highly experimental so we still have a lot to
learn about getting the protection level right,
as well as, how to implement guarantees
effectively, at scale. This is a great opportunity
for further learning and an important, and
innovative, intervention to showcase to the
donor community.”
Crowd Power was established in April 2015
to fund and research energy-access related
crowdfunding in Africa and Asia. Since its
launch, the program has co-funded more than
30 campaigns and has provided over $450,000
in funding to campaigns, which in total raised
over $2.5 million. Crowd Power provides
match funding, lump-sum payments, giftvouchers, and first loss guarantees to eligible
campaigns. First-loss guarantees provide
protection to lenders on debt crowdfunding
platforms so in the case of default, part of their
investment is protected. Our next research
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paper on crowdfunding and the financing gap
experienced by many off-grid energy
businesses, Can the Crowd Close the Financing
Gap?, was released in July 2017.

Warburg Pincus Provides CleanMax
Solar $100Mil Equity Financing
CleanMax Solar, India’s largest rooftop solar
developer for the corporate sector, announced
that it has secured equity financing of up to
$100 million from an affiliate of Warburg
Pincus, a global private equity firm focused
on growth investing.
CleanMax Solar enjoys 24% market share in
India’s booming rooftop solar market(Source:

Bridge to India 2017 report) and has numerous
marquee clients. CleanMax will use the funds
to continue its rapid growth inthe rooftop and
open access solar power markets in India, while
pursuing growth in select international markets
(Middle East and South-East Asia), and
growing the nascent, yet promising energy
storage solutions business.

“We are delighted with Finnfund’s continued
support to connect more and more people to
a reliable source of energy. This not only
contributes to socio-economic growth in
under-serviced areas in East Africa, but also
helps build a more sustainable future,”
Thomas Gottschalk, executive director of the
company said.

Mobisol Receives Loan
for East Africa Expansion

Mobisol has already installed 40,000 solar
home systems in rural areas in Tanzania,
Kenya and Rwanda. In the latter country,
where it has been present since 2014,
the company plans to provide solar kits
to 49,000 households and 1,000 schools
by 2018.

Mobisol has obtained a €10-million loan from
the Finnish Fund for Industrial Cooperation
(Finnfund). The loan is expected to aid the
company to continue its expansion in Kenya,
Rwanda, and Tanzania.

Tech Beat
Solar Panels from Sand
Egypt is set to manufacture solar cells from
sand. According to media reports out of the
country, the government will cooperate with
Ibrahim Samak, a world energy expert and a
member of the Presidential Advisory Council,
in a huge project to manufacture the solar cells
from sand with a capacity of 1 GB. The project
is currently in the feasibility study phase.
The project, if it advances, would be
brought to fruition through the Military
Ministry as part of a bid to collaborate with
the private sector

Mercedes-Benz Stadium
Utillizes Unique Technologies
The new Mercedes-Benz Stadium in Atlanta,
GA, USA was recently completed employing
various new technologies, including solar. Over
4,000 solar PV panels are installed on the
Mercedes-Benz Stadium site and Georgia
World Congress Center. In addition, electric
vehicle charging stations are installed in
designated parking areas.

Source: Mercedes Benz

The new stadium will generate enough solar
energy on its campus in a year to power over
nine NFL home games for its team, the Falcons,
or 13 Atlanta United home soccer matches.

The design of the facility took an “open
stadium” operational approach which provides
opportunities to use natural light and outside
air to reduce energy usage. In addition,
building control systems manage and monitor
energy consumption including lighting and
heating/cooling use, and LED lighting reduces
energy usage by as much as 50%.

Academia & Big Oil Team on Conversion
of Biomass into Transportation Fuel
The University of Wisconsin-Madison and
ExxonMobil have announced a two-year
renewal of an agreement to research the
fundamental chemistry of converting biomass
into transportation fuels. The research is part
of a broad effort to identify scalable and
commercially viable solutions to help meet
increasing global energy demand with a
renewable resource.
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UW-Madison has long been known for its
expertise in biomass conversion. The project
leverages the university’s expertise with
ExxonMobil’s resources and strong
technological capabilities. George Huber, the
Harvey D. Spangler professor of chemical and
biological engineering at UW-Madison, is
working closely with ExxonMobil’s scientists
to build a stronger understanding of the basic
chemical transformations that occur during
biomass conversion into diesel and jet fuels.
“The renewal of our agreement with the
University of Wisconsin-Madison will continue
ExxonMobil’s work with top universities
and scientists to discover and advance
next-generation energy solutions,” said Vijay
Swarup, vice president of research and
development for ExxonMobil Research &
Engineering Company. “We look forward to
continuing our collaboration with the university
as we enhance our scientific understanding of
advanced biofuels and explore potential new
technologies.”
Over the past two years, research has focused
on a multistep approach for converting
cellulosic biomass to transportation fuels. A
new approach with the potential to reduce the
number of processing steps will be explored
in this collaboration. This approach using
solvents could potentially dissolve the entire
biomass, which might make it possible to
convert the whole biomass into fuel-sized
molecules in a single reactor.
Another potential process that will be studied
in this collaboration involves the catalytic
transformation of bio-derived ethanol into bioderived diesel and jet fuel. Ethanol is currently
produced from a range of sources and is widely
used as an additive to gasoline. This technology
could potentially allow larger diesel and jet
fuel molecules to be produced from renewable
sources. The research continues to focus on
non-food sources like corn stover and other
cellulosic feedstocks.
“Biofuels have the potential to become a
significant option for meeting growing global
demand for diesel and jet fuel if low cost and
scalable technologies can be developed,” says
Professor Huber. “The focus of this
fundamental research is to demonstrate
technologies that could make such a scenario
possible. We expect to use the same type of
catalytic technologies that are already used in
the petrochemical industry to convert oil into
fuels and chemicals.”

ExxonMobil’s work with UW-Madison is a
recent addition in a series of partnerships the
company has established with leading
universities around the world as part of its
ongoing research into early-stage innovative
projects. This area of biofuels research adds
to ExxonMobil’s broader advanced biofuels
research portfolio, which includes joint
research collaborations focused on algae-based
biofuels with Synthetic Genomics, Inc.,
Colorado School of Mines and Michigan
State. ExxonMobil is also exploring a variety
of biomass-to-fuels conversion processes,
which could be used with non-food based
feedstocks such as cellulose-derived sugars,
in collaboration with REG Life Sciences, a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Renewable Energy
Group (REG).
ExxonMobil also partners with MIT, Princeton,
Michigan State, Stanford, University of Texas
and Georgia Institute of Technology in a range
of areas from the development of lower-carbon
energy sources to energy-efficient plastics
manufacturing.

ViZn Enables 24/7 “Solar Nights”
at Lowest Ever Published Cost
ViZn Energy Systems Inc. (ViZn), a provider
of utility scale energy storage systems, is
working to make the sun shine all night by
integrating its zinc iron flow battery storage
system for a record low price of 4¢/kWh. A
ViZn 30 MW, 4-hour system added to a 100
MW solar plant can generate a seven percent
internal rate of return (IRR) with a 4¢/kWh
power purchase agreement (PPA) – 20% below
the lowest published values.
Now, utilities can add energy storage to a
wind or solar farm at a lower price than coalfired generation (6¢/kWh per Bloomberg New
Energy Finance), paving a clear path
toward 100% renewable penetration. This
calculation is independent from any
additional revenue streams derived from the
ancillary services made possible by ViZn
battery systems.
“The lowest cost and most abundant energy
now comes from solar and wind, and these
systems can now produce power 24/7 because
of energy storage. More importantly, ViZn’s
flow battery systems do it at a fraction of the
cost of lithium ion. “Solar Nights™” are now
a reality and they are powered by clean,
domestically produced, low cost, and infinitely
available energy,” stated Ron Van Dell, CEO
of ViZn Energy Systems.
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Currently, leading lithium ion batteries last for
only 7 to 10 years and are engineered to provide
either one energy service-focused or one
power service-focused cycle per day. ViZn’s
full-service zinc-iron flow battery system can
deliver both power and energy services for 20
years with no fade and can operate two,
full-duty cycles per day. ViZn’s versatility
uniquely enables utilities to balance intermittent
renewable energy while dispatching to address
high value ancillary services such as frequency
regulation, spinning reserve, transmission
and distribution deferral, black start, and
congestion relief.
“Nearly every utility daily demand curve in
the world has a morning peak and a late
afternoon peak and almost every solar and
wind farm is financed for a 20-year economic
lifetime. It is not hard to understand how a
fade-free battery that delivers two cycles per
day for 20 years is able to contract for output
at record low energy storage system prices,”
further commented Van Dell.
ViZn is currently delivering systems in the
U.S., Canada, Central America, Europe, and
India. ViZn Energy’s flow batteries experience
zero capacity fade over 20 years and they have
full access to 100 percent of their state of
charge, giving them significantly more usable

output than competitive batteries. They are
also uniquely capable of performing both rapid,
high-power discharges and slower, longduration releases at lower power – unlike other
comparable storage technologies which can
only do one or the other. The inherently safe
zinc-iron chemistry uses globally abundant
materials and is non-flammable, non-toxic,
and is easily recyclable at the end of its life.

Battery-Based Storage to Optimize
RE while Enhancing Grid Stability
ABB has won an order from DONG Energy,
the leading Denmark based sustainable energy
group, to deliver a 2-MW Battery Energy
Storage System (BESS) to support the
integration and transmission of power from
the Burbo Bank offshore windfarm near
Liverpool, UK. The 90-MW Burbo Bank
offshore wind farm has been in operation since
2007 and is capable of supplying electricity
for up to 80,000 UK homes. This will be the
first time an offshore windfarm integrates such
a storage system to stabilize the frequency of
the grid in UK.
The UK’s National Grid operates a frequency
level of 50 Hz to ensure grid stability and
quality of power supplies. Grid frequency is
dependent on the balance between power
supply and load demand. Integration of large

amounts of variable wind energy increases
complexity from a supply perspective and can
result in frequency variations that can affect
grid supply and impact consumers. ABB’s
BESS solution will help stabilize grid
frequency and support the windfarm to supply
reliable power.
“We are delighted to implement this innovative
solution which will enable the integration of
clean wind energy, without compromising grid
stability and power quality to consumers,” said
Giandomenico Rivetti, Managing Director of
ABB’s High Voltage Products business unit,
a part of the company’s Power Grids division.
“Energy storage is playing a key role in the
evolution of the power network and is a
strategic focus area to reinforce our position
as a partner of choice for a stronger, smarter
and greener grid.”
“The need for grid flexibility continues to
grow. As a leader in providing low-carbon
energy, we are keen to be part of the solution
to make the energy system smarter and to help
National Grid manage grid stability,” said Ole
Kjems Sørensen, Senior Vice President,
Partnerships, M&A and Asset Management at
DONG Energy. “This innovative solution we
have developed with ABB is a good example
of implementing our vision.”

Conferences
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September 2017
5-6

Solar O&M South Africa

Johannesburg, South Africa

www.solaromsouthafrica.com

10-13

Solar Power International

Las Vegas, NV, USA

www.solarpowerinternational.com

12-15

Power Purchase Agreement (PPA)

Johannesburg, South Africa

www.infocusinternational.com

13-14

Future Energy Uganda

Kampala, Uganda

www.future-energy-uganda.com

19-21

Sugar & Ethanol Africa 2017

Nairobi, Kenya

www.goo.gl

Amsterdam, The Netherlands

www.photovoltaic-conference.com

rd

25-29

33 European Photovoltaic Solar Energy
Conference and Exhibition (EU PVSEC 2017)

October 2017
2-3

Future Energy Central Africa

Yaounde, Cameroon

www.future-energy-centralafrica.com

4-5

10th Biofuels International Conference and Expo

Edinburgh, UK

www.biofuels-news.com

4-5

Bioenergy Insight Conference & Expo 2017

Edinburgh, UK

www.bioenergy-news.com

Offshore Energy Exhibition & Conference

Amsterdam, the Netherlands

www.offshore-energy.biz

Eco Expo Asia 2017

Hong Kong, China

www.ecoexpoasia.com

Singapore, Singapore

www.infocusinternational.com

9-11
26-29

November 2017
7-10

Power Purchase Agreement (PPA)
th

7-9

6 West African Clean Energy & Environment
Exhibition & Conference

Accra, Ghana

www.wacee.info

7-9

Future Energy Nigeria

Lagos, Nigeria

www.future-energy-nigeria.com

8-9

European Biomass to Power 2017

Aarhus, Denmark

www.wplgroup.com

13-17

POWER WEEK

Singapore, Singapore

www.power-week.com

15-16

Future of Biogas Europe 2017

London, UK

www.wplgroup.com

20-23

Mastering Renewable & Alternative Energies

Singapore, Singapore

www.infocusinternational.com

nd

21-23

2 Suriname International Mining, Energy &
Petroleum Conference & Exhibition (SURIMEP)

Paramaribo, Suriname

www.surimep.com

21-23

7th International Mali Mining and Petroleum
Conference & Exhibition (JMP Mali)

Bamako, Mali

www.ametrade.org

29-30

Future Energy East Africa

Nairobi, Kenya

www.future-energy-eastafrica.com

The Africa Renewable Energy Forum

Morocco, Morocco

www.africa-renewable-energy-forum.com

London, UK

www.efw-event.com

30-Dec 1

December 2017
6-7

Energy from Waste 2017

January 2018
23-25

East Africa Energy & Infrastructure Summit

Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

www.energynet.co.uk

23-25

The 2nd Africa Energy Forum: Off the Grid

Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

www.aef-offgrid.com

Maputo, Mozambique

www.ametrade.org

Ekurhuleni, South Africa

www.manufacturingindaba.co.za

Dakar, Senegal

www.ametrade.org

April 2018
25-26

Mozambique Mining, Oil & Gas and Energy
Conference and Exhibition (MMEC 2018)

June 2018
26-27

Manufacturing Indaba

November 2018
6-8

5th Senegal International Mining Conference &
Exhibition (SIM SENEGAL 2018)

Please check with organizers directly to confirm information as dates and venues are subject to change.
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